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Thursday, 13 May 1--... 
8:30 am Agenda 
8:35 am Welcome, Science Organization and 
Introduction of Investigators 
9:00 am Landsat -0 Project Status 
9:15 am Landsat-D Ground Segment 
10:15 am BREAK (Photo Session) 
10:45 am Farly Access TM Processing 
11 :00 am Landsat-D Data Acquisition and 
Availabiilty 
11 :30 am Landsat-D Performance Characterization 
12:00 pm Introduction of Technical Experts 
and Science Representatives 
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, y 1982 (Cont.) 
2:00 pm Introduction to MSS Pre-NOAA 
Characterization 





3:30 . pm MSS Geometric Sensor 
Performance 
4:00 pm MSS Geometric Processing and 
Calibration 
5:00 pm Closing Remarks 














, 13 y 19ti2 (Cont.) 
TOURS, etc., Building 28 
(Five Tours/Presentations Offered Each Half Hour) 
1. La71dsat Assessment System (LAS) Lyon/Fischel 
8:30 pm 2. Image Generation Facility OGF) GE 
9:00 pm 3. M S5 and TI'v1 Sensored Pictures Barker 
9:30 pm 4. Control and Simulation Facility (CSF) GE 
10:00 pm 5. End-to-End System Analysis Study 
Highlights Billingsley 
1-4 
LA ,TIONS WORKSHOP 
y, 1 ay 1 
8:00 am Informal Investigations Team 
Interaction 
8:30 am Introduction to TM Characterization 
TM Radiometric Sensor Performance 
• Spectral Information 
., Absolute Calibration 
• Ground Processing 
10:15 am BREAK 
10:30 am TM Geometric Sensor Performance 
11 :30 am TM Geometric Processing -
Flight Segrl1ent 
12:30 pm Lunch and Informal . 
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, 14 May 1982 (Cont.) 
I' 
f 
1 :45 pm TM Geometric Processing -
Ground Segment Beyer 
3:00 pm Early Access TM Processing Fischel 
3:45 pm Wrap-Up Panel Discussion Science 
Team 
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Science Office Organization 
Project Scientist Project 
---_. Manager 
V. SALOMON SON (920) 
Associate Project Assistant Project Mission Utilization 
Manager Scientist Manager 











istribute sDonsibilit ies 
PROJECT SCIENTIST 
Overall Management and Direction of Project Science Activities 
Representation of Science Objectives and Activities to NASA 
Headquarters, GSFC and the User Community 
- Chairman of Landsat-D Technical Users Working Group 
ASSOCIATE PROJECT SCIENTIST 
Day to Day Representation to the Project 
Systems Performance for Flight and Ground Segments 
Systems Contractor Management (Santa Barbara Research 




• I ;--- l I" l 
DisiLribL1ted ResDonsibilities (Con!.) 





MISSION UTILIZATION MANAGER 
Scene/Data Selection 
- Acquisit ion 
- Processing 
. - Distribution 




- Scientif ic Monitor:. 
- Contract Monitor!: 
All Respons;bilities Require CIOS9 Contact and Frequent 
Com!11unication with Ail Elements of the Proje~t: e.g. LAS, ADDS, 
Software Manager, Mission Operations rv1anager, etc. 
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Intagrated 200 MSS Scenes/Day Processing Capability TM-i 2 Sc~ne~/Day 
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Flight S ment Status 
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Landsat-D System Requirements 
• Orbit • Scenes/Day - Flight Segment 
- Altitude: 705.3 km - NASA (200 MSS; 100 TM) 
- Descending Node: 9:30-10:00 a.m. - Foreign (:l37 MSS; 150 TM) 
• Launch Vehicle • Data Quantity - Ground Segment 
- Delta 3920 - MSS 
e Instruments -- Archival Data - 200 Scenes/Day 
- Multispectral Scanner - TM 
-- 4 Band -- TM Evaluation-Begins July 30, 1982 
-- 80 Meter IFOV 1 Scene/Day 
- Thematic Mapper -- TM R&D-Begins July 30, 1983 
-- 7 Band Archive Data-12 Scene/CJY 
-- 30 Meter IFOV Fully Processed- 12 Scene/Day 
• Flight Segment 
-- TM Operational- Begins January 31, 1985 
Archive Data -100 Scene/Day 
- Uses Niultimission Modular Spacecraft Fully Processed-50 Scene/Day Film/HOT 
- Shuttle Retrievable 10 Scene/Day CCT 
~ Mission Life Products Through Ground Segment 
- 3 Years With;;l 48 Hours 
0 1 Spacecraft Operatio~ at a Time - H;gh Density Tapes 
- Computer Compatible Tapes 
• Ephemeris Data - TM Film 
- Global Positioning System 
• Data Quality - Predicted/Uplink 
- Geodetic Accuracy: 0.5 Pixel, 90% of the 
• Coverage iime 
- Ground Station Tracking Data Network 
- Temporal Regbtration: 0.3 Pixel, 90% of 
Initially the Time 
- Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 
- Radiometric Correction to ± 1 Quantum 


















LANDSAT D FLIGHT SEGMENT 
HIGti GAIN ANTENNA 
GLOBAL POSITIONING f~ .-ANTENNA MAST 
SYSTEM ANTENNA ~! 
(~ 
(2) OMNI ANTENNA 
ATTITUDE \ 
CONTROL MODULE A 
PROPULSION 
MODULE 
POWER MODULE S-BAND AN~~~~~TlC MAPPER 
~~ULTIMISSIO~INSTRUMEN~ ODULAR MODULE SPACECRAFT 
1-18 
SUN SENSORS 
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MSS Detector Details 
r Bands 1 
1 2 3 4 
• • • • 
.. • II • 1 Along II • II iii II • • II Track II • II • 
. Direction II • D a 
West • East 
Scan Direction 
Band Spectral Ranges 
J.1m 
1 .5 - .6 
2 .6 - .7 
3 .7 - .8 
4 .8 - 1.1 
Ground IFOV 
All Bands - 83 Meters 
Data Rate - 15.06 Mbps 
Quantization Levels - 64 
---I I 








N to S 
4 Bands 
~@6 Detectors 
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THEMATIC MAPPER (TM) SENSOR 
TM Detector Details 
--- Pands ----. 
2 3 " 5 7 6-, 
• • • • • • 
•• •• •• •• •• •• 
• • • • • • 
• • • • II! • 
· . . . . . · . . . . . 
• • • • • • .. .. . 
.. .. . 
.. .. . 
· . . . . . 
• • • • • • · . . . . . · . . . . . · . . . . . ~ 
~ ~ 
Scan Direction 
BAlm SPECTRAL RANGE5 
JJm 
1 45 - 52 
2 52 - W 
3 6) - b9 
~ 76 - W ~ 155 - 1 75 
6 104 - 125 
7 20e - . 2 lS 
Ground IFOV 
Bands 1-5 & 7 30 Meters 
Band 6 120 Meters 
Data Rate - 04_9 Mbps 





"~'~fI\\ "?~W ~::""I ~ ! Cooled 
Silicon Detectorli 









Incorporates Angular Displacement 
Sensor lADS) 
Measures Angle of Motion from 2 to 125 Hz 
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Co.\~PUTING & ANALYSIS 
CJIVISION 
.. 














































o DATA BASE 
1-27 
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• IMAGE ACQUISITiON 










Mission Management Facility and 


































































Transfer to NOAA 
on 
January 31, 1985 
- - - -- " -'!._< 
LANDSAT-D GROUND SEGMENT 
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GROUND SEGM ENT 
· I 
CONTROL AND SIMULATION FACILITY MISSION MANAGEMENT FACIlITY 




~ A.QUES"'-S _ 
USERS 












ission Management Facility 
Ijorr Functions 
Data Acquisition 
- PROCESS REQUESTS for Data Acquisition 
- PROVIDE CANDIDATE Scene Data ACQUISITION LISTS for SatellitF: 
Operations Planning and Scheduling 
- ACCOU NT FOR TELEM ETRY Data Acquisition 
- ACCOUNT FOR IM AGE Data Acquisition 
Data Archive 
- SCHEDULE Archival Processing 
- MAINTAif~ Archi'/al DATA BASE and Produce Image Catalogs 
.. product Genera1ion 
- PROCESS REQUESTS for Product Generation 
- SCHEDULE Product Generation 
• Ground Segment Management 
- Maintain Ground Segment SUPPLIES IrJVENTOAY 
- TRACK Ground Segment PROBLEM S 
- 'Provide VERIFICATION AN D SELF TEST Capability 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
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IMAGE GENERATION FACILITY 
e DATA RECEIVE, RECORD TRANSMIT SYSTEM 
• MSS IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
e TM IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
1- 33 
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DATA RECEIVE, RECORD, TRANSMIT SYSTEM 
MAJOR FUNCTIONS 
• RECORD MSS AND TM DATA 
e GENERATE TAPE DIRECTORIES 
• COpy HIGH DENSITY TAPES 
• ARCHIVE HIGH DENSITY TAPES 
• TRANSMIT MSS DATA TO EROS DATA CENTER 
1-34 
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MSS IrJlAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
MAJOR 'FUNCTIONS 
e PROCESS IMAGE RELATED TELEMETRY 
(ATTITUDE AND EPHEMERIS) 
Q GENERATE 2a-TRACK ARCHIVAL TAPES 
RADIOMETRICALLY CORRECTED 
GEOMETRIC CORRECTiONS APPENDED 
o CREATE QUALITY ASSURANCE PRODUCTS 
- COMPUTER COMPATIBLE TAPES 
- REPORTS 













































































r-------, I I 
I MOOEM DATA 
I II'RJM WHITE SA NDS I RECEIVING 
L_ ~~OMS~)_..J RECORDING 
i ;;~;;~~;;~ l 
I GROUNO 












GEOMETRIC CCRRECTION DATA 




4 GEOMETRIC CORRECTION MATRICES 
• RADIO METRIC CORRECilON FUNCTIONS 
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r - ~O;M- -"1 I DATA 
-I (TO DOI.lSAT) I TRMtSM IT J L ____ -1 
L ___ --1 












lH) R ~AY 
IUllO 




PlRfO RU ANCE 
EVALUAflOfil AND 
GUALITY AUURANCE 

























MSS IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
INTERFACES 
PROCESS FEEDBACK & 
.cONTROL POINT CHIPS 
" 
"':" ," 0", _ _ >or ~. " . ' _ _ to -- "'-' ~7" ~ 
'I'! ~~ 
.~ 
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TM IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM 
MAJOR FUNCTIONS 
• PROCESS IMAGE RELATED CORRECTION DATA 
- GYRO 
- ANGULAR DISPLACErJlENT SENSOR 
~IJIAROR SCAN CORRECTION 
EPHEM ER!S 
~ GENERATE 2a-TRACK ARCHIVAL TAPES 
- AADIOMETRICALl Y CORRECTED 
- GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS APPENDED 
G GENERATE 28-T~AC" FULLY CORRECTED TAPE 
~ . GENERATE HIGH RESOLUTION FILM AND COMPUTER 
COMPATIBLE TAPE PRODU~TS 
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PROCE SS CONTROL - - -
IY.AGE DAT'. - LOW ~~ 







F"RM A HE R· 
PROC;:~SOR 
LASER 









































I GROUN D 
L _ =-T~~~ _.J 
r - -M-~~ - - -, 
IIFROM MlITE SAN~ 
VIA DOMSATI L _______ J 
THElViATIC rJ!APPER IMAGE GENERATION 
PROCESS FLOVV 
r---
GEOMETRIC connECTION DATA 
---------------, 
r -- ----, . I 




LS~T~" __ -l 
• ATTITUDE 
• FPIlEMERlS 
• TtAUmOUE {7 
COMP\J".'E J 
o GEOM CORRECTlCN . 
MATRICU 
• RADIO CORRFCTIOH FWlCTlOflS 
• ANNOTATION DATA --.-J 
... ,,0''''0« If AND CONTROL 
!'OINT DATA 




I TM .... AGI 
f !'ROCESSING 
























Eb§- E .. OO DATA 
CEHH" 
__J 





PROCESS FEEDBACK £, 
CONTROL POiNT CHIPS 
PROCESS 
REQUESTS 
.. ~-- .. -..... ~:.;. 
/ 
DATA RECEIVE. ~ TM, MSS 
RECORD,TRANSMIT VIDEO DATA 
SYSTEM TAPES 
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CAPABILITY - SCENES/DAY 
MSS 133 MIPS - AT LAUNCH 
200 MIPS - SEPT 30, 1982 
TM 1 SCROUNGE - AT LAUNCH 
~ 
-90 
12 TIPS - JULY 31, 1983 
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CONTROL AND SIMULATION FACILITY 
MAJOR FUNCTIONS 
• PLAN AND SC~E[)ULE FLIGHT SEGMENT OPERATIOr~S 
(t SCHEDULE LINK SUPPORT WITH NETWORK CONTROL CENTER 
• COMMAND FLIGHT SEGMENT 
o . ACQUIRE FLIGHT SEGMENT TELEMETRY 
• MONITOR. EVALUATE. AND REPORT FLIGHT SEGMENT PERFORMANCE 
• SIMULATE FLIGHT SEGMENT OPERATION 
o REPnOGRAM ON BOARD COMPUTER 
• PERFORM SELF TEST 
1-44 
ORlG1NAt F';'l.~,,:~ :~ 






r.0 o _- : 
TRANSPORTABLE GROUND SYSTEM 
MAJOR FUNCTIONS 
• ACQUIRE TM/MSS VIDEO DATA 
- OPERATIONALLY IN PRE-TDRSS ERA 
- SUPPORT EVALUATION IN POST-TDRSS ERA 
---'----I 
o PROVIDE TM/MSS VIDEO DATA TO THE IMAGE GENERATION FACILITY 








































o S I TM DATA AND CLOCK 





















ANTENNA f'OINTING I~ I --I NASA 
VOICE I COMMUNICATIONS 





[ rEST EOUI?MENT J IIRIG. A 
I TIME CODE 
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LANDSAT ASSESSMENT SYSTEM 
MAJOR FUNCTIONS 
o PERFORM DATA QUALITY AND IMAGE SC;ENCE TESTS OF TM AND MSS 
o COMPARE TM AND AASS SENSORS 
• COMPARE LANDSAT-D TO PREVIOUS LANDSAT MISSIONS 
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o egment Location 
Bore 
\ 
Sight 150 Foot 
Antenna"t __ Collimation 
I ~ Tower 
1-51 
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• Engineering Verification 
• Science Characterization 
• Activities Schedule 
" Investigations VVorkshop 
1-53 
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Introduction 
landsat-D Performance Characterization is a 
Cooperative, -r°wo-Part Engh1eering and 
Scientific Analysis Effort Designed to Foster 
the Effective Accomp!ishment of Overall 
Project Goals. 
o Thematic Mapper (TM) Capability Assessment 
• Multispectr,:ll Scanner (I\IISS) to TIVl Transition 
• Operational Systel'll Feasibility Demonstration 
o Continuity of 1\1S5 hr.agery 
• Continued Foreign Access 
1-54 \ 





• Verify Instrument, Data Processing Facility and Total System 
Performance to Specificatior"'s 
• Establish Equipment and Operations Reliability 
• Verify Product Quality Stand8rds 
SCIENCE: 
• Characterize Accuracy and Precision of Sensor and Spacecraft 
Performance 
8 Characterize Accuracy and Precision of Image Data Quality 
e Characterize Accuracy and Precision of Derived Information 
e Recommend Landsat-D System Improvements 













SENSOR A!\ID I I IMAGE DATA IIA~PUCATIONS 





• Recommend Lane' ,;at-D 
System Improvements 
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W . Webb 
INSTRUMENTS 
O. W einstein 





MSS SYSTEMIITM SYSTEM 
L. Gonzales l. Gonzales 
* MOOD Mission and Data Operations Directorate 






















~~. SCIENCE CHARACTERIZATION 
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1-59 
$ Recommend Landsat-D 
System Improvements 
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MSS-Protoflight and Flight 
(PF and F) 
Hughes 
TM (PF and F) 
Santa Barbara Research Center 
(SBRC) 




• Technical Memos 
• Pre-Ship Review 
• Final Report 
• Technical memos 
Q Pre-Ship Review 

















I --. - -: :----l 
SS and T ystem Performance 
GE RESPONSIBILITIES 
Pre-Launch 
T~.J1 Radiometric Testing 
and Data Reduction 










• Technical Memos 
• Pre-Ship Review 
• Processing White Papers 
and Data Reduction 
• Technical Memos 
CD Post-Launch Support 




















na-to ... End System Performance 
RESPONSIBILITY _a:: 








Determine to What Extent Intended System 
Performance is Possible 
Estimate Image Technical Performance to be Expected 
Determine if Adequate Ancillary Information is Present 
Trace Effects of System Functions and 
Operations Through the System 
Determine End-to-End System Operability 










...... ' ... 
~O.TO'END TM I ___ ~YSTEM SYSTEM 
















• Recommend landsat-D 
System Improvernent~ 










_-,_' _ --1 
RESPONSIBILITY (ONGOING) 
GSFC Mission Operations 
Manager (Webb) 
GE Engineering Support 
Organization 
GE Quality Assurance 
Organization 




Configuration Management Plan 
Equipment Service Reports (ESR) 




w Mean Time to Repair 
~ Inventory and Supplies 
• Production Statistics 
o Maintenance Histories 
• ~ _. I 
b 
RESPONSIBILITY 
---, ~- ---- ............., ----. ---
• I , . ' j I - I 
ce Verification 
(ONGOING) REPORTS ! 
GSFC 1\lIission Operations 
Manager (VVebb) 
GE Quality Assurance 
Organization 
• Product Evaluation 
o Process Evaluation 
1-65 
Quality Assurance Reports 
Processing Summary Reports 
Automated PDR and ESR 
Management Reports 
Systenl Audit Reports 
Special Management Reports 
(Trend Analyses & Current Quality 







, ---. ~ 
, 
- ...... i ;--i . I ~l 
Qu · -y Verification Supporting 
I 
INFORMATION 
8 "Approaches to Satisfying 
Landsat Data User Concerns" 
• Performance Evaluation 
Product Generation 






o The Oper3i:ional Landsat-D 
Quality Assurancel 
Performance Evaluation Plan 
Review Meeting, February 
1982 (Final Report) 
~ Landsat-D Mission Operations 
Review (MOR), 
April 6-7, 1982 


















TABLE 1: APPROACHES TO SATISFYING LANDSAT DATA USER CGNCERNS 
ORIGINAL PA~~ ~~ 
OF POOR Q!JA:"'!TY 
USER CONCERN.S REQUIREMENTS APPROACH TO SATISFYING REQUIREMENTSl 
~----------------+----------------+-------------------------------~ 








RAD I O:lETR I C QUA.L I TY 
OF DATA: 
Ab solute and 
Relative 
o 200 New MSS 
Scenes/Day 
I) 48 Hour:; from 
Receipt of Data 
• Repl~ce Lost Dat 
with Last Good 
Data 
• Detect and 
Correct Bad 
Time Codes 
o Report All Sub-
stitutions on 
Digital Products 
• ±1 Quantum 
Level over 
Entire Detector 
Range (6 Bit 
Data) within 
each Band 
• High Level of Back Up in Design 
• Most Equipment Off-the-Shelf, 
Proven Performance 
• Availability/Reliability-Main-
tenance, Sp~res Philosophy 
• General Purpose Syst~n Simulator (GPSS) Modp.l: 
- Timeliness, Utilization, 
- Failure Mode Effects A~alysis, 
- Optimization of Operating 
Scenarios 
o Automatic Monitoring, Reporting 
of Performance -
• Request Retrans~ission of Bad 
Data Transfers from White Sa~ds 
• Provision to Skip Bad Data on 
Scene Basis 
• Repetition of Last Good Video 
Data for Lost Video Line 
• Insertion of Flywheel Times for 
Bad Time Code 
., Autolnatic Rep0rtin~J of Sub·· 
stitute Video Data in Line 
Quality Maps 
e Calibration on Wedge for Absolute 
and Band-to-Band Fidelity 
• Nominal Calibration Wedge for 
Buck-Up 









TABLE 1: APPROACHES TO SATISFYING .LANDSAT DATA USER CONCER~jS (Contld) 
OR1G~NP-L p,~GG: IS 
OF POOR QUALl1"'f 
~----------------------------~--------------------------~--------------------------------------------USER CONCERNS REQUIREMENTS APPROACH TO SATISFYING REQUIREMENTS 
~~~~~~~~~-------------------------+---------------------------~~~--~----~--PADIOMETRIC QUALITY DetE'ctor Ranging (!Jestr~p~ng) 












o 0.5 Pixel Geo-
detic Accuracy 
(90%) 







- Meet ±l Quantum L~';el 
Detector' Range 
- Means and Variances of 
Radiance Population P~eserved 
fcr each Sweep 
• Automated Assessment of 
Performance Part of Processing 
System 
• Systematic Corre~tion Data (~r;D): 
- Model~ of Spacecraft/Sensor/ 
Earth System 
- Ephemeri s, Attitude Measl)re-
ments 
- Residual~ Incl~de Measurement 
Errors, Unmeasured Attitude ' 
Components (All Frequencies). 
Scanner Alignment. Scan 
Repea tabil i ty 
• Geodetic or Temporal Correcti0n 
Data (GCD): 
- From Automa~ic Control Point/ I 
Control Point Neighborhood 
(CPN) Registration (After 
Systematic Correctior. of CPN) 
- Techniques for Detecting 
False Correlations 
- Filtering of Systematic Control 
Point (CP) Location Errors to 
Update SCD to GCO 
G Quality Measures for All Phases 
of Processing . 






TABLE 1: APPROACHES TO SATISFYING LANDSAT DATA USER CONCERNS (Cont'd) 
USER CONCERNS REQUI REME!'tTS APPROACH TO SATISFYING REQUIREMENTS 
AVAILABILITY OF o Assurance • Some Quality Measures Evaluated :lATA QUALITY 
MEASURES (Cont'd): QUi"lity of Against Thresholds to Products Determine: 
• Evaluation and - Rework. 
Enhancement of - Rejection 
Perfonnance • Long Tenn Evaluation and 











































• Ingest Display 
• Image Display 
PEPG 
o Ingest Display 
• Sceno Summary 
• Form~~3U Dump" 
Every Sceno 
WiII .!:le Evaluated 
Before Uplink 
1-71 
• Input Source/Process Request 
• How/Manual Selection Via Menu 
for Automatic Processing 
• Who/Computer Operator Using 
Standard Procedur"3s 












HDT-AM Evaluation-Sequence of Events 
8 Display Availab'e Work 
• Start Product Evaluation 
• Operator Prompted for: 
HDT-AM Mount 
HOT-AM Dismount 
• Ingest and Scene Summary Reports Generated Automatically 
• Selected Scenes Stored on Disk for Evaluation by Quality 
Assurance 
Formatted Dumps 
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0 2 ;c~ 
Input Source/Process Request 
• How/Manual Selection Vh Menu 
for Automatic Processing 
• Who/Computer Operator Using 
Standard Procedures 
• Where/M I PS for CCT (2 Scenes/ 
DayJ 
TIPS for 241 mm 
(9 Scenes/Day) 
IJ'" c~ ~~ 
: .. ..... ~ 
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Quality Assurance Organization 
Quality Engineering 
... - Quality Engineer 






~ Qual~ty Assurance 
Supervisor 
"- Quality Analysts (6) 
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Quality Assurance- Responsibilities 
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Quality Assurance Implementation 
• Quality Assurance Concepts 
• Product Evaluation 
• Process Evaluation 
1-77 
. --i • .-"i 
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Quality Assurance Concepts 
o Quality Assurance Features Designed Into System 
& Systern is Fault Tolerant-Thruputs All Processable Data 
• Fault Detection Built in, Limits Initially Set High 
9 System Captures Quality Indicators 
- Stored in MMF Data Base 
- Available in Many Computer Reports 
• Quality Screening Responsibility Shared With Other Operators 
• QualitY Personnel Allocated for Problem Identification and 
Solution 
- Supported by Automated PDR/ESR System 




System is Fault Tolerant 
DRRTS 
:--1 - . . 
ECC's-Count Limit Checked <10 Uncorrectable (MSS) <1000 Correctable (TM) 
- If Exceeded, Alarms for Operator; Summary in QA Report 
Major Frame Sync · l.Qs~-lf > 10 Consecutive, Automatically Breaks Interval 
Bad Time Code-Identified in Directory 
-Operator Instructed Via SOP to Re-Dub f300d Time Code Data 
Recording Quality From TGS-Displayed in Mov~ng Window Display (Read After 
Write) 
-Operator Response 
S Notify TGS if Transmission Bad 
• Switch Recorders if Recorder Problem 
MMF 
Quality Checks ECC's and Sync loss Against Limits-limits Initially Same 
as DRRTS/MIPS 
MIPS 
ECC's-Same Alarms as DRRTS 
Time Code-Substitutes if Can't Read 
Sweep Substitution-limit Checks-if Sync loss for 10 Consective Major 
Frames, Declares Partial and Continues to Next Scene 
1-]9 
", ' . , 
. . '\ 
.-, 
, -=---~ ---.... --.. 
• I -
, 
QA Scenerio for Normal Processing 
(HOT-AM Generation) 
o Observe Telemetry 
Data Displays 
o Telemetry Signal 
Quality 
o Observe V ideo • Exarr.ine 
on QlM QA Reports 
Telemetry I 
CSF J PCS 
Video I DRR~ Archive Data Capture Generation 
o Observe Video o Observe Video During 
on MWD Ingest. Output. Cloud 
o Receive Messaros Cover Analysis 
on ECC Limits • Examine QA Reports 
Exceeded o Receive Error 
o Examino Sample of M essages on ECC 
HOT and Video Error Limits Exceeded 
Files • EJ.tomio., 70 mm Film 
0 Examine QA Reportn 
OlM: Quick look Monitor 
MWD: Moving Window Display 
ECC: Error Correcting Code 
Scene 
Selection 
• Random Sample Defined by QA 
S Specific Scenes Selected 
I\loo PEPG 
G Examine Dumps Dnd 
Repol ts 
• Obse.-ve Video 
During Ingest 
- Individual Scenes 
From Oittk 
o Roceive M essages 
on ECC U mits 
Exceedod 
o EJl:smine 241 mm Film 
o - Performed by Operator.s 









o Receiva Msssages 
0" ECC Limits 
Exceeded 
o Examine Sam;>le of 
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Product Evaluation 
Assess Image Quality 
• Real Time by Quality Analysts Using Visual and Data Evaluation Techniques 
• Real Time by CSF/DRRTS Operators Using Moving Window Display, Quick 
look Monitor, and Evaluators Consoles 
• Off Line by Image Processing Analysts Using Visual and Data Evalua!;on 
Techniques 
Authorize Uplinking of Acceptable Products 
• By Quality Analysts Following PEPG Process 
• By Image Processing Analysts Following Detailed Evaluation of Rejected/ 
Reprocessed Data 
Establish Accept/Reject/Reprocess Criteria 
• By Image Processing Analysts With Concurrance of Engineering Review 
Board 
• Update Using Pre and Post launch Experience 
Investigate User Feedback 
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Image Quality Assessment - Visual Techniques 
e Each Scene-Scrolling Video Display (PEPG) 
Evaluation Criteria 
- Video Present 
- Ar.t>malies in Video Data 
- Correlate Video Data With Operator Messages 
• 1 Band/Scene to 70 mm Film Product 
Evaluation Criteria 
Presence of All Characteristics (E. G., Video, Annotation, Tick 
Marks, Scene 10) 
Anomalies in Video Da1s (Striping, line Sta,1s, Sync loss) 
- Correlation With OA Reports 
• PEPG -Upon Request by Image Processing Analyst 
- Detailed Evaluation Using Comtal Display and 241 mm Film 
- Typically Used for-
• More Thorough Evaluation of Apparent Problems Observed 
During Process 
~ Inve~tigation. of PDR's 
(i Precise Measurements to Support Performance Analysis 
1-~2 
-, 
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Image Quality Assessment-Data Analysis 
l'echniques 
Ii Uses "Quality Im':k:ators" Designed Into System 
• Data Available From··-
Vprious Processing Reports 
Tape Annotation Records 
OA Reports 
MMF QuaHty Files 
Quality Indicators Used RElal Time 
limi..: Chack~ in Software 
Corr~late to Video Display During PEPG 
Accept/Reject/Reprocess Criteria Established in SOP's 
Annotate Products ior US6rs 
Used Off line 
To Aid in Problem Investigation 
To Support Performance Trend Analysis 
To Support Adjustments in Criteria-Accept/Reject/Reprocess 






Typical Quality Indicators 
DRRTS - Image Ou~lity Data File 
 
location DECNET Header Record (DRRTS~MMF) 
Data - Major Frame~ Out of Sync 
Minor Frame Sync Loss 
Minor Frame Sync Bit Errors 
Bit Slips 
MAG QA Report - By Scene 
- Radiometric Q:Jality - Detector Data 
Summary by Band 
MAG Processing Summary Report - By Scene 
Band Quality Indicators - Derived From 
Minor Frame Sync Loss 
Major Frame Sync Loss 
Line Substitutions 
Missing Line Starts 
1-84 
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Overall and Qua!ity Code 
e Located in Byte 146 of HDT Header Data 
• Ranges From 0 - 9, A,B,C o - Acceptable 
C - Best 
• f (Geometric Correction Quality, Radiometric Correction Quality, Image Data QU11ity 
e Geometric Correction Quality 
Code Parameters Modeled 
A - No Parameter Modeled 
G - Along Track, Across Track (Uses Control Points for Translation Errors) 
E - Along Track, Across Track, Yaw, Altitude 
• Radiometeric Correction Quality (r.CA-Max. Difference Between Detector Mean~ for Image) 
Code Criteria 
E 0< Relative Calibration Accuracy <1.0 
G 1.0< RCA <2.0 
A 2.0< RCA 
D Q I· (001 = MJ FSl + MiFSL + Unrecov. 'ECC ) • I mage ata ua ity 20 20 
Coda Criteria 
E 0< DQI <1.5 


















• PDR Investigations by Quality Analysts and Image Processing Analysts 
• PDR Processing and M9nagement Reports by PDR Coordinator 
• Problem Trend Analysis By In.age Processing Arialysts Using PDR's and ESR's and Data Base 
Process Quality Assessment 
• Processing Success Evaluation by Image Proce3sing Analyst Using Procossing and QA Reports 
• Operation Audits of All Functions by Quality Analysts 
• R" finFlment of Use of Quality Indicat'ors by Quality Analysts 
9 Processing Enhancement Recommendations 
• Une Tests 
Eveluate Results and Authorize Processing-Quality Analysts 
Criteda Development and Eva!uation-Imago Proc~ssing Analysts (Approved by ERB) 
Management Reporting 
• Automated Management Reports for PDR's and ESR's 
G Audit Retlorts 
Immediate Reports to Rf)sponsible Manager 
- Corrective Action Reports Required 
- M anagement Report 
• Special Management Reports 
Problem Trend Analysis (Monthly) 
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..... ----0a4~ Reject/Reprocess 
User FeeciiJack----. 





Image Processing I Adjust Criteria 
Analysts l-ERB ~ ~ On line SOP's 
p Management Repor!s 
• PDR-Daily 
C ESR-Daily 
.... Processing Enhancement Recommendations 
to- Problem Trend Analysis (Monthly) 
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GSFC SUPPORT STUDIES SCIENCE EVALUATION APPLICATIONS NOTICE 
D. Williams ~ J. Barker - INVESTIGATIONS S. Freden 
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MSS TM 
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SENSOR iMAGE APPLICATIONS SENSOR IMAGE DATA DATA APPLICATIONS PERFORMANCE QUALITY INFORMATION PERFORMANCE QUALITY INFORMATION 
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• Recommend Landsat-D 
System Improvements 

















AREAS OF INVESTIGATION 
RADIOMETRY 




B. Radiometric Resolution 
1. Absolute Integrating Sphere Calibration (Dynamic Range 
Linearity, SIN) 
2. External Calibration (Precision) 
3. Internal Calibration (Precision, SIN) 
4. Flooding Lamp Calibration (Uniformity Over Scan) 
1-92 
L' 
Sensor and Spacecraft Performance 
Characterization 
AREAS OF INVESTIGATION (CONT.) 
GEOMETRY 
A. Geometry of Pixel 
1. Rise Time and Delay Time 
2. Bright Target Recovery Time 
3. MTF (! FOV) or Frequency Response Time 
4. Bowtie Scan Angle Effect 
5. Altitude Effects 
B. Geometry of Image (Pixel Location) 
1. Sensor Effects 
A. Scan Profile for Reference Detector 
• Along and Across Scan 
• Forward and Reverse Scan 
B. Detector Location Relative to Reference Detector 
• Band-to-Band Registration 
• Forward and Reverse Scan 
C. Between Scan Alignment 
• Reference Detector Forward and Reverse Offset 
• Along and Across Scan 
2. Epherr.3ris 
A. Orbital Support Computing Division (OSCD) 
B_ Global Positioning System (GPS) 
3. Attitude 
A. Angular Displacement Sensor (ADS) 
B. Inertial Reference System (DRIRU) 
C. Attitude Control System (ACS) 
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• Recommend Landsat-D 
System Improvements 











e Data Qualitv Perforn1ance 
AREAS OF INVESTIGATION 
RADIO METRY 
A. Spectral Information 
1. Detector Replacement Algorithms 
2. Band Compression Algorithms 
B. Radiometric Information 
'I. Internal Calibration Algorithms 
A. Channel-to-Channel 
B. Band-to-Band 
2. Scene Histogram Calibration Algorithms 
(Radiometric Destriping) 
3. Absolute Scene Radiance Calibration Algorithms 
A. Reflective Band 
B. Thermal Band 
4. Noise Correction Algorithms 
1-95 
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rn a,t n Perfofn1ance · 
e 
. _ ,iffj~ n 
AREAS OF INVESTIGATION (CONT.) 
j -
GEOMEl"RY 
A. Geometry of Pixel (Ground IFOV) 
B. Geometry of Image (Pixel Location) 
1. SystemfJtic Correction 
A. Scan Profi!e 
B. Detector Location (Forward and Reverse Scan Alignment, Gap and Overlap) 
C. Between Scan Al ignment 
D. Ephemeris 
E. Attitude 
2. Gendetic Correction with Ground Control Points (GCPs) 
A. Reference Library Buiid iScene-to-Map Rectification) 
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• Recommend Lar.dsat-D 
System Improvements 



































































Inland Water Inventory 
Snow Pack Parameters 
Ice - Inland & Near Shore 







Currents (Near Shor~) 
Tides 
Bathymetric Charts 
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Sensor and S 
Charac' 
c 
1 'ii OJ Name .. C 
"0 .. 
U II) 
GSFC AN AN 
No. 3 (\ 
F~ter 
Spectral Detectors Matc.hing 
System 
Abosll.lte Integrating Sphert! Calibfotion 
External Calibration 
IPrecisioo 
Internal Calibtation I SignaI-to-NoGe 
Flooding Lamp Calibtation 
Rise Ttme & Delay Time e 
Sl ight Target Recovery Trne 
" MTF (lFOVl ()( HCQu€ocy Response Tme 0 
Bo.-vtie Scan Ang~ EHect 0 
Alt itude Effect:; • 
Scan Pr 0 fikl . Ref er ence Dete:::tor 4) 
Sensor Detecte< Location Rel3tive 
EHeets to Refe'ence Detector 
Between Sev, Alignment 
Ephemeris 
Or bt tal Suppo<1 Competing Div. 
Global Posi1ioo~'lQ System IGPS) 
Angular Displace<ne111 Seoscw (ADS) 
Anitude Ir.ertial Reference S~~l (DRIRUI 
Anitude Control System (ACS) 
Alignrr.ent to Sensor I 
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Investiaations Workshop Schedule 
FIRST WORKSHOP TIMING 
TODAY IS TOO EARLY: 
o Still in AN Contract Negotiation 
fj Much More Landsat-D Information Still to 
Come 
TODAY IS TOO LATE: 
8 Less Than Two I\tlonths to Launch 
t) Already Buried in Data! 
• Already More Questions Than Answers! 
1-104 
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Investiaations orKshop Objectives 
o Provide Pre-Requisite Information on: 
MSS & TM Radiometry and Geometry 
Data Acquisition, Processing and Availability 
Nature and Direction of Investigations Program 
• Create the Investigations Team 
~ Get Help: 
Review of Draft Reports 
Refinement of AN Areas of Investigation 
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Investigations Workshop Activit ies 
PROVIDING INFORMATION 
• Workshop Presentations 
• Thursday Evening Tours 
- Five Offered (Y2 Hour Each) 
- Select up to Four During 2 Hours Allotted 
• Supporting Documentation (Tape Formats, 
Draft Reports, etc.) 
- Order Via Form Provided 
- Limited Quantity Available Today 
- Remainder of Order Filled by Mail 
CREATING TEAM 
• Investigations Team Interaction Opportunities 
• Principal Investigator Meetings with Science 
Representatives 
1-106 
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orl(shop Activit ies 1 
.) 
ASI(ING FOR HELP, PLEASE: 
.. Identify Specific Additional Information 
Required, When Desired and When Needed 
(Via Workshop Return Form) 
o Review Indicated Draft Reports (Via Workshop 
Return Form) 
~ Locate Indivic. , '31 Investigation Area Within Matrix 
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Landsat-D Assessment System 
SYSTEM OBJECTIVE!,; 
TM EARLY J\CCESS PROGRAM (SCROUNClF.) 
• Provide, In CO'1cert 'Nith the Applications Developmental Oata 
System and Components of the Ground Segment, the Only TM 
Products Available in the First Year of Orbital Operaticns 
• O'1e Scene/Dar Using A Priori Corrections 
I) Standard P~oducts: P Film and Digitai Oat::! on 6250 BPI Tapes 
• Also AvailClble: A ar.d "B" Data Sets as N~cessary 
RESEARCH/ANALYSIS DATA SYSTEM ALLIED 
WITH GROUI\JO SEGMENT 
" Open Ended/Flexible 
To Ac~omodat8 Meanir.gful Data Quality and Interpretation 
Studies v. Instruments, Emphasizing TM 
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Image Data Quality Analysisl 




OAT A TRANSrER 
FWKTIONS 
IMAGE DATA QUALITY 
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ACQUISITION I PRODUCT GENERATION 
• _ •.••.••.••.•••. Acquisition Requests and Scheduling 
Ima~ery & Image Data Products 
----- Telemet ry and Product AncIHary Information 





























~nd to End ScrGunge 
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Receive a Minimum of 10 and up to 21 TM Scenes Per Week in 
CCT-8 Format 
• Receive Corresponding Work Orders and Scene Priorities 
., Apply Radiometric and Geometric Corrections to TM Data as 
Required to Produce CCT -A and P Products 
• Produce TM P-Film Master and Associated Products for 7 Scenes 
Per Week 
Forward Standing Order Film Products and Updated Work 
Orders to Science Office 
Store Tape and Film Master in Respective Ubraries 
• Supply Film and Tape Masters to Products Support and 
Distribution Facility (According to Product Requests) for 
Preparation of Output Products 










-fT1w PRODUCT AND I H PROC. 
MMF 
ITIPS) 




B TO P 
PROCESSING 
UMITED TM CPL UPDATES 
ALGORITH M DEFINITION 
(--R-E-O-U-' R-E-D-PE-R-FO-R M-AA-e-E-lEV-E-l-1 -T-M-s·-e-E-N-EJ-D-A-Y---' 
eCT AND HOT 
AT AND PT 













~S3 eORRELA TlVf QATA-AVAlLABLE: IGF AND IPF I • NOT REOUIRED 
MAJOR FUNCTIONAL DATA flOW 













A AND B ALSO 
AVAILABLE 

















FACILITY GJ I WEEKLY I '-c I PRODUCT PROC SSING rffST~c?~~" 
REPORT FILM 
WO PRODUCTS 
FOR CLOSE-OVT OF WO 
UNSUCCESSFUL SCEN ES , 
°:0 SCIENCE OFACE TO SCIENCE OFFICE 
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All US Except Hawaii 
First 6 Months -All Possible Data 
of US Consistent with Landsat-3/ 
Landsat-D Station Conflicts 
After 6 Months-NOAA 
Responsibility, NASA Engineering/ 
Special Requ~rements will be Met 
All Go Through the EROS Data 
Center (EDC) 
AN Requirements Come to GSFC 
Science Office -. EDC 
Pro ·~essing Capability/Priority: 200 Scenes/Day Soon After Launch 
All Data Processed and Distributed 
by [DC 
Some Engineering Data Available 
Through GSFC 
1-119 
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Lubbock, TX area 
Grand Canyon, AZ 
Phoenix, AZ. 
Lake Powell, UT 
San Francisco, CA 
Los AngelE:s, CA 
Chicago,IL 
White Sands, NM 
Pennsylvania (especial!y Lancaster area) 
Florida 
Midwest Agricultural Area (lo'Na, Kansas, 
North Dakota, etc') 
Eastern United States 
Western United States 







































ST e Products 
PROCESSING LEVELS 
FACILITY NONE RADIOMETRIC GEOMETRIC 
RAW INTERNAL SCENE SYSTEMATIC GEODETIC CALIBRATION HISTOGRAM 
"- 00 
MIPS 
CCT-AM x x X I 
"T1 ::0 '1" - ... \J G') • 
02 '. 
o ~ .~ 
::Or 
o-u 




CCT-PM x X NOTE 
I 
Note: Available as Soon as GCP Ubrary can be loaded 
1-121 
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Data Acquisitpon arid Availability 
FIRS1" \'EAR 
Acquisition Capability: 30 Scenes/Day Av~rage 
Eastern and Central 48 Prior to TDRSS 
Total 48 + Some Alaska/Hawaii and SOlne 
Foreign After TDRSS 
Acquisition Priorities: Disasters 
A/N Requirements 
US Agricultural Requirements 
Other Specials/PAD, etc. 
Acquisition Requests: Data Request Fonns 
Inputs to Science Office 
- AN Requirements go to Technical Representatives 
- Others to Dr. Stanley r. Freden 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Code 902 










THEMAT!C MAPPER (Tr~) 
AND 
MULTISPECTRAL SChNNER (,.,55 I 
CRfGINAl FACE rs 
Of: POOR QUAUTY. 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR NAME _________________ _ 
ADDRESS 
TELEPHONE NUMBER (US AND CANADA) _____ _ 
INVESTIGATION NUMBER 
------.--------------












LATITUDE I LONGITIJDE 






DATA ACQUISITION SCHEDULE: DAY 
, NIGHT JUSTIFICATION: 
FIRST YEAR: (82) JUL AUG SEP 
(83) JAN F:B MAR 
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS: (83/84) JUL AUG SEP 
(84/85) JAN FEB MAR 
CLOUD COVER RESTRTr.TION: 
..... ARE IN SITU DATA BEING COLLECTEU CONCU~RENTLY? , 
..... ---
N 














OCT NOV DEC 
APR MAY JUN 
OCT NOV DEC 
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ORIGINAL PAG~ f9 
OF POO~ QUALITY. 
FILM 
+p +T I -T 
• The Pr1nc1p~1 Investig.,tor must order Multispectral Sc.,nner data from 
















Processing Capability = 1 Scene/Day = 7 Scenes/Week 
Processing Priorities: 
Processing Selection 




AlN Requirements-Commonality, etc. 
US Agricultural Programs 
Other Specials 
Screen and Select 21 "Cloud Free", 
"High Quality" Scenes Each Week in 
Priority Order 
Produce = 10 CCT-B's in ADDS for LAS 
Produce 7 "Processed" Scenes/VVeek in 
LAS 
Provide Tape and Rim Copying 
Provide Tape and Rim Distribution 
~ 1 Scene/Cycle/AN Average 
Tapes and Rim as Required 
Availability of Rrst Processed Scene Upon 






T Taoe Products 
PROCESSING LEVELS 
FACILITY NONE RADIOMETRIC GEOMETRIC (NN OR CC RE-SAMPLlNG) 
RAW INTERNAL SCENE SYSTEMATIC GEODETIC CALIBRATION HISTOGRAM 
SCROlJNGE 
(BEFORE JUL Y 83) 
CCT-BT X 
CCT-AT X X 
CCT-PT X X X NOTE 
TIPS 
CCT-AT x x X 
CCT-PT X X X NOTE 
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MSS On Alone 
TM On Alone 
ndsat-D 
ns 
MSS and TM On Together 
Daytime and Nighttime 
Choice of MSS Configuration 
























































LandsataD Science Office Pre NOAA 
tion 
OBJECTIVES 
Characterize Accuracy and Precision of Imagery 
Characterize Accuracy and Precision of Derived 
Information 
Recommend Landsat-D System Improvements 
Communicate Capabiiities to Research 
Community 
1-132 
landsat ... • clence ice Pre NOAA 
i4:ation 
AREAS OF INVESTIGATiON 
Sensor Performance 





- Hughes Aircraft 
- esc 
- ORI 
GSFC MSS Characterization Support 
Application Notice Investigations 
1-133 





Sensor and S~~aft Performance Character.zation 
Radiometry of MSS 
~ Iii Iii ~ "0 
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<t CD en ~ 
c Filter 
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Spectral ........ .... :l 
Detectors u_ Matching II 0 o.Vl 
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E.=? Precision e o 0 
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Scan Profile, Reference Detector Q 0 e 
" Sensor Detector Location Relative e • • Effects to Reference Detector Q) 
0)_ Between Scan Aligllment 9 ~ co c 
E.Q 
-- Orbital Support Competing Divo _co 
ou Ephemeris 
>0 
... ..J Global Posit ioning System (GPS) 
--(l)Cll E o~ Angular Displacement Sensor (ADS) o CL (1)-
i..9 Inertial Reference System (DRIRU) 
Attitude 
Attitude Controi System (ACS) 
Alignment to Sensor 
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Sensor and S 
Rise Time & Delay Time 
~- 3right Target Recovery Time 
..-Q) 
'~IIP'tP~mlance Characterization 
of M S S (con't) 
Q5 ... 
~ !9 II) ' ;: Q) :::J 
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MTF (lFOV) or Frequency Response Time EO:: Q 
o _ 
w 0 Sowtie Scan Angle Effect @ ~ <:J 
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Imaae Data Quality Perfonnance Characterization 
Radiometry of MSS 
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In!and Water Inventory 
Snow Pack Parameters 
Ice - Inlarxl & Near Shore 
Water Quality -In!and & Near Shore 






Currents (Near Shore) 
Tides 
Bathymetric Charts 
Ocean Pollution (Near Shore) 
00 










,,, .. -c tric Characterization 
Destriping Analysis 
- Detector Histogram Comparisons 
- Bright to Dark Area Comparisons 








________ _ .i 
FC Geometric Characterization 
Geodetic Rectification Accuracy 
Compare with Intense Array of Verification Points 
Temporal Registration Accuracy 
Cross Correlate Temporal Scene with Geodetic Verified Scene 
Systematic Correction Accuracy 
- Cross Correlate With Geodetic Verified Scene 
- Band to Band Correlation to Measure Band Offsets 
- ~ -., , . , 
- Analysis of MIPS Derived Parameters for Attitude/Ephemeris 
(GE) 
- Define Scan Non-Linearity (GE) 
1-141 
;-' 
. Landsat-D vs. Landsat 2/3 
\l\*,~~.ft2n~ 8\i ccuracy 
Within Scene Comparisons as a Function of 
WRS Offset 
LANDSAT 








































Hughes MSS Final Report 
GE Geometric Calibration Report 
GE Radiometric Calibrction Report 
GE Geometric Evaluation Report 
GE Radiometric Evaluation Report 
CSC MSS Radiometric Calibration Report 
OR I MSS Geometric Correction Report 
GSFC MSS Characterization Report 
Applications Notice Investigations 
MSS Applications Information Report l Applications Notice Investigations 
MSS Charact&rization Report 
Rna' = 6 
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SAT- S RADIOMETRY 
OBJECTIVES 
TODAY 
DOCUMENT SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS 
DOCUMENT ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRIC LAftllP 
CAlIBRAT!O 
DOCUMENT POST-LAUNCH RADIOMETRPC 
PREPROCESSlr~G PROCEDURE 
FUTURE 
RECAL!BRATE AND VALIDATE POST-LAUNCH 


















BAND BAND EDGE (nm) BAND SLOPE INTERVAL (nm) SPECTRAL FLATNESS (%) 
HALF POWER POINTS WIDTH FROM 5% TO 50% OVER CENTRAL 70% 
LOWER UPPER (nm) LOWER UPPER POSITIVE 
1 500 ± 10 600 ± 10 <20 <40 <5.0 
2 600 ± 10 700 ± 10 <20 <45 <7.5 
3 700 ± 10 800 ± 10 <20 <50 <5.0 
4 800 ± 10 11 OOa ± 10 <35 <5.0 
a - UPPER BAND EDGE NOT FILTER DETERMINED - FILTER SPECIFICATION 



































INTERVALS (5- 50%) 
- I 
o .er:- -//1<, 'ZC/f'. I :::::::.""",' 
450 490 530 670 
WAVELENGTH, h (nm) 
. KEY TO FIGURES 2 AND 3 
1-147 
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MSS-O SPECTRAL CHARACTER!ZATION BY 
CHANNEL: BAND 2 (600-700 nm) 
SCANNER CHANNEL BAND EDGE (nm) WIDTHa SLOPE INTERVAL (nm) SPE=CTRAL FLATNESS 
LOWER UPPER (nm) LOWER UPPER POSiTI'JE NEGATIVE 
7 603 708* 105* 12 19 8 .2b 17.2b 
8 602 696 84 12 16 6.4 11 .6b 
PROTO- 9 603 696 92 12 14 6.6 11.0b 
FLIGHT 10 603 696 94 12 18 7.8 b 11.1 b 
1 1 604 698 94 13 17 4.5 11 .7b 
12 602 695 93 12 15 8.2b 14.5b 
7 603 697 94 13 17 6.9 9.6b 
8 603 696 93 13 16 7.3 10.4b 
FLIGHT 9 603 696 94 12 16 9.1b 13.3b 
10 602 696 93 12 14 9.1 b 16.0b 
11 603 697 94 12 15 7.0 8.6b 
12 603 697 94 12 15 6.4 8.5b 
a- NO FILTER SPECIFICATION 
b- FAiLS TO MEET FILTER SPECIFICATION 





BAND 2 (600-700nm) SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATION 'J 1 
BY MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS: MSS 1, 2,3, PF, F I. 
SCANNER BAND EDGE (nm) WIDTHa SLOPE INTERVAL (nm) SPECTRAL FLATNESS 
LOWER UPPER (nm) LOWER UPPER POSITIVE NEGATIVE . 1 
,J 
PF* 603 698 95 12 ~ 7.0 12.9b :1 PF·* 603 1696 1 93 12 16 6.7 12.0b 1 F 603 697 94 12 15 7.6b 11.1 b 
MEANS J 
1 603 701 97 15 26 9.0b 13.3b • 1 
2* 607 710 103 14 30 7.9 b 18.0 b 
2** 607 710 103 14 29 7.8b 16.ab 
3 606 705 100 14 31 7.2 17.2b l 
00 " 
":;0 i ~§ 1 
14.71 14.81 
OZ 1 
PF* 0 .7 0.5 1.9 1.4 2.5 ;up! , \ 
PF** 0 .8 0 ,8 0.6 0 .5 1.4 1.5 1.4 /:) -a 
11 
C l:>o 
F 0.4 0.6 0 .5 0 .4 0.9 1.2 3.0 :;:an r r,' STANDARD ~Ui ,1 DEVIATIONS 1 3 ,5 2.2 2.8 1.7 3.4 3.4 2.8 
2* 0 .6 0 .8 1.0 1.2 3.6 1.1 4.5 
2** 0 .6 0.9 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.2 3.8 
1 3 0 .9 1.2 0.8 0 .8 2.0 2.0 4.8 
*WITH OUTLIER CHANNEL INCLUDED a - NO FILTER SPECIFICATION j *·\tVITH OUTLIER CHANNEL EXCLUDED b - FAILS TO MEET FILTER SPECIFICATION 

















SIMULATED MSS BANO MEANS 
MEANS8 
(OIGITAL MSS COUNTS) 




19.46 (19.55)c 15.43 76.95 
19.58 16.24 (16.13)c 78.58 
19.77 15.36 73 .93 
28 .39 34.75d 41.02 
28 .39 34.75 41 .05 
28.32d 34.73 41.04 
28.34 34.66d 41.05 














a - AT SATE LLiTE SE~!SOR RESPONSE, NADIR· -LOOKING FOR 400 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AND 20 
km VISIBILITY; UNITS ARE SIMULATED NON-TRUNCATED MSS DIGITAL COUNTS WITH MAXIMUM 
SPECIFIED RADIANCE SCALED TO 127.99 FOR BANDS 1, 2, 3 AND 63.99 FOR BAND 4. 
b- LANDSAT-D BANDS 1,2,3 AND4 CORRESPOND TO BANDS 4, 5, nAND 7, RESPECTIVELY ON 
PREVIOUS LANDSATS. 
c - MEAN IN PARENTHESES IS WITH OUTLIER CHANNEL EXCLUDED 
d - EXCLUSION OF OUTLIER DID NOT CHANGE BAND MEAN 
• PF, F DIFFERENCE EXCEEDS: (1) DIFFERENCE BElWEEN SIMULATIONS RUN WITH EACH SET OF PF 
MEASUREMENTS SEPARATELY AND (2) 0.30 DIGITAL COUNTS 
BOXES INDICATE 8ANDS \".'HERE' OVTPlH DIFFERENCES BElWEEN PF OR F AND ALL PREVI')US 
SC.ANNERS (1,2,3) EXCEED; (1) AND (2) AS ABOVE. 
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OF POOR QUALln' 
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SIMULATED MAXIMUM WITHIN-BAND 
SENSOR OUTPUT DIFFERENCES 
DIGITAL COUNTS PERCENT 
BAND 1 BAND 2 BAND 3 BAND 4 BAND 1 BAND 2 
11 .43-, 0 .11 0 .91- 223- 0 .6 6 .2 
0 .17 0 .10- [0.7Sa I 1.04- 0 .9 0 .7 
0 .75 0 .12 239 063 3.9 0 .8 
0 .16 0 .77 3.63 0 .39 0.8 4 .8 
0 .30 0 .16 4 .01 0 .80 1.5 1.0 
003 007 0 .10 0.46 0 .1 02 
0 .01 005 002 0 .32 0 .1 0 .2 
0 .10 0 .09 0 .C4 0 .21 0 .3 0 .3 
005 0.03 0 .06 0 .12 0 .2 0 .1 
0 .07 0 .09 013 0.26 0 .2 0 .3 
BANO 3 BAND 4 
2 .a 3.1 
0 .9 2 .3 
3 .1 1.3 
4 .6 0 .8 
5.4 1.7 
0 .2 2 .5 
0 .1 1.8 
0.1 1.1 
0 .2 0 .6 
0 .3 1.4 
~~ 
~ C1Z-C -::J~ 
0-0 




-Pf, F DIFfERENCE EXCEEDS: (1) DIFfERENCE BETWEEN SlMULAOONS RUN WiTH EACH SET Cf Pf MEA.3UREMENTS 
SePARATELY AND (2) 0..30 DIGITAL COUNTS 
BOXES INDICATE BANDS 'NHERE OUTPUT DIFFERENCES 9ET'NEEN PF OR F AND All PREVK>US SCANNERS 
EXCEED (1) AND (2) AS ABOVE 
1-155 
Landsat -D System· Overview 
~ ( 




f')J ~ G 
OOMSAT 
GSFC 
---- I]lg l)OHSAT t.f'I GROUND ~ STATIO:-4 
oc-J ~ 00 q: 





LANDSAT ~ I DATA 
ASSESSMENT - - - MANAGEf'lENT 
S YS HM· SYSTEM 
~
'- ___ .!r!:e~e~ O.!t!.,. ___ J 






















r r·' ~~ 
::is Landsat-D Preprocessing 
S-Band Telemetry Stream (15 Mbps) 
Bu"~ Video Scene Data (57 x 83m) 
4 Ref !ect ive Bands (6 Detectors/Scan) 
23-lD Lines )( 3240 Pixel/Line = 7.6 )( 106 Pixels 
--, r-----------------------------~ 
Spacecraft Data 
.. ------, '--------'--------1 ,..------- • I , I • • I 




' r i 1 ! I ~~' ~ / : . ~~:(:~-0 I lamp I I _~ L _______ ! ______ -' ,0%> C::cehe,/~ I L..---------
J
~/ '/,":' ," ' ...... .'/ I Wedge I ~.H;"09,.",,// I ~ ~/. $3~ '- - - _J ______________ , v, ?a:: 
• rr~;.sPhe: I r-~;n~2p~~~;t--W ~~~;~;~ 
: 1-9 Levels I : 32 x 32 : I 
L-.f 4 Pre-Processing Output Imllges , , .... 3240 Lines x 324C Pixels (57 x 07 mllline I: 10.5 x 1C6 Pixels 













Landsat-D Protoflight Multispectral Scanner (MSS) 





MSS Detector Details 
r Bands 1 
1 2 3 ~ 
• • • a 
• • • II 1 Along • • II II 
• II II D Track 
II 8 II • Direction II • II II 
West ~ East 
Active Scan Direction 
1O"'Jrr4 




All Bands - 82.7 x 57m 
Data Rate - 15 .06 Mbps 
Quantization levels - 64 
1-158 

























Ends at Focus 
Shutter Wheel 
1-159 










MSS CALIBRATION: DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
RJK = INTEGRATING SPHERE RADIANCE FOR SPHERE LEVEL J 
AND MSS CHANNEL K 
K A RJK = BW JrJ RSRK d 
RSRK d A 
BW K = MEASURED BANDWIDTH OF CHANNEL K 
RSR K = MEASURED RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE FOR CHANNEL K 
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Spectral Radiant Emittance Plot for 76 cm Integrating Sphere 
r-r 
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Illustrative MSS/PF Lamp Calibration Wedge 
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a=Averago Digital Count for All 
9 Sphero lwiela 
1 n 
=n ~ alJ 
=1 
n=9 
o.g. 'or 1=230 
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Systematic MSS Video and 
\Vedge Level Timang Sequence 
0
63 
r I I~ 1st Known Radiance Run f II \ I , , R1 .0. j 1 
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MSS CALIBRATION: DEFINITION OF VARIABLES (CO~T'D.) 
VJ = SC~NE AVERAGES VIDEO LEVEL QZJ = AVERAGE WEDGE LEVEL AT FOR SPHERE LEVEL J WORD 1 AFTER SPHERE 
V - 1 ~O. N LEVEL J 
- -L- 1 L vJSL 390 J 390 N Q =.l L L=l s=l IJ 390 qiJL L=l 
vJSL= RAW VIDEO LEVEL qIJL = RAW DIGITAL COU~TS FOR IN DIGITAL COUNTS 
OF PIXEL S ON WEDGE WORD I ON LIHE 
LI NE L FOR SPHERE L AFTER SPHERE LEVEL J 
LEVEL J 
= WORD NUMBER 
S = INDEX FOR SUM OF 
PIXELS IN A LINE J = SPHERE RADIANCE LEVEL 
L = I NDEX FOR SUt1 L = LI NE NUMBER 

































~1SS/PF I LLUSTRA TI VE ABSOLUTE CALI BRA TI ON TRANSFER 
FROM SPHERE TO CALIBRATION LAMP WEDGE WORD (230) 
FOR BAND 1, CHANNEL 1 
(15TH SEPT., 1981, AT GE, VALLEY FORGE) 













- 1 L Q -=-
I 9 J=l QIJ = 100.08 







98.72 -OC> o --0 2 98.65 ;;QF= 
99.94 00-0 c:o:» 
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CORRECTION PROCEDURE FOR HYSTERESIS EFFECT 
• MODEL EXPECTED CAL WEDGE VALUE FOR WORD i AFTER SPHERE 
LEVEL J AS A FUHCTIOr~ OF AVERAGE VALUE FOR ALL SPHERE LEVELS 
-
QIJ = AJ '+ BJ Q1 
• ADJUST VIDEO VALUE FOR SPHERE LEVEL J ASSUMIUG THE HYSTERESIS 
TIr1E CUNSTANT IS LONG RELATIVE TO THE 73 f1SEC SCAI'l TIME 
VJ = AJ + BJ VAJ 
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LINEAR HYSTERESIS MODEL FOR LAr1P 
CALIBRATiON WEDGE VALUES FOR MSS/PF 
BAND 1, CHANNEL 1 
Q
1 QIJ LEAST SQU{iI~ES 
<DIGITAL COUNTS) <D I G IT AL COUNTS) FIT TO 
220 106.7 112.9 I QIJ = AJ + B J QI 230 100.1 105.2 
240 95,1 99.7 I FOR BRIGHTEST SPHERE 250 90,0 94,6 LEVEL J WITH 
260 85,7 9G.7 I RJ = 1.95 MW CM-2SR-J 270 81.3 85.9 
280 77,5 81.6 
290 73,0 77.1 HYSTERESIS OFFSET 
300 68.9 73.2 AJ = .02 310 65,5 68.7 00 810 4.1 4.3 HYSTERESIS GAIN "l1;;j iJ0 820 3.9 4,1 0-· 2 
B J = 1. 054 o ;t. 850 3,2 3.3 ~r-
.0"" 
" 860 3.0 3.2 C;b Q :Pc;) 
R2 = .99996 Cr:"l ~w 
1-167 
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AVERAGED VIDEO VALUE 













ADJUSTMENT OF SPHERE VIDEO LEVELS FOR 
HYSTERESIS EFFECT FOR MSS/PF BAND 1, CHANNEL 1 
LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFS 





















ADJUSTED VIDEO LEVEL 

































CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR LAMP RADIANCE 
TRANSFER OF SPHERE RADIANCE TO DETECTOR VIDEO 
V~LUE 
LEAST SQUARES FIT: VAJ = P + qR J 
MSS/PF BAND J., CHANNEL 1, SPHERE TO DETECTOR 
OFFSET p = -.21 (DIGITAL COUNTS) 
GAIN q = 47.17 (DIGITAL COUNTS/MWcM-2sR-1) 
ASSUME LAMP RADIANCE CAN BE CALCULATED FROM p, q 
Q = p + qR I I 
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CALCUl.J\TION GF LAMP rv\DIl,NCl: FOil SiX OPERA'IIONAL 
~EDGE WORDS FOR MSS/PF BAND 1, CHANNEL 1 
OBSERVED AVERAGE WEDGE LEVEL CALCULATED RADIANCE 
FOR WEDGE WORD 
- RI = QI - P Q1 
q 












4.07 .091 C (71 ~m 
3.85 .086 
1-170 








CALCULATION OF LAMP RADIANCE FOR SIX OPERATIONAL 
WEDGE WORDS FOR MSS/PF BAND 1, CHANNEL 1 
OBSERVED AVERAGE WEDGE LEVEL CALCULATED RADIANCE 
FOR WEDGE WORD 
- RI = QI - P Q1 
q 
(DIGITAL COUNTS) (MHo,-2 SR -1) 
100.08 2.116 .~~ 
~ 2 
95.05 2.020 o ?-::..i f:. 
. ,0 '"1] 
c~ 
90.04 1.913 ::P C) r- t ;'J 
~~ 












INTERNAL LAMP RADIANCE VALUES FOR SIX 
CALIBRATION WORD LOCATIONS FOR MSS/PF 
BAND 1 
230 240 250 260 
2.126 2.020 1.913 1.821 
2.056 1.952 1.857 1.763 
2.099 1.992 1.899 1.808 
2.047 1.944 1.849 1.760 
2.062 1.966 1.854 1.766 














.087 .082 rlTl ~Ei 
• a 
CALCULATION OF GAIN AND OFFSET USING LAMP RADIANCE VALUES 
AT SIX OPERATIONAL WEDGE WORDS 
-LINEAP. REGRESSION: QI = 
6 
CHANNEL OFFSET = (J = I~ 
CHANNEL GAIN = (3 = t 
1=1 





CALIBRATION REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS: 
C = I 
D = I 
K = 
[LRI2 - RI L:RI J/K 
[6R I - L R I ] )< 
5I:R 2 














BAND NORMALIZATION OF MSS CHANNEL GAINS AND 
OfFSETS 
. _. --- -_. _. _ .. _-_ ._ . ... -_.. - . - --. . --- --
c;;; 
~ 127r-----------------------------,-------------------------------r----------~~~--~ 5 > .-&> 
<) 













6 Lines rlotted for Band 1 
a =p+q Ri 
v. _. VMax 
c- IRMax-RMinIIR-RMin) 
Specification CsUbration 
Band No. Max. Roo. Max. !lad. I Min. Rae!. 









4.0 .10 8, 
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(!) OW'~~--------------------~~----------------------~ 0 I 2.12 1.56 
















_ _ ... ___ . __ -.-: .. . ..:.. ... 1 
~IORD 230 
ILLUSTRATIVE MSS/P~ LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIE~TS 
FOR BAND 1 







to." c :r,.., 
:p C') 
r r·' ~~ 
HORD 820 
. . " . - .- .' - - - - " .- ..... ... - l-.. - ------r----+------r----~ 
D1 I C1 I D2 C2 D3 I C3 
. . .. . . . . ... _ . ___ I D4 _ .._ ....l_C~._L-~~_ .. J-=5-. _ J.3.6. ___ I. _ ~~ __ 
.1641 -.054 I .1418 
-.024 .1195 .006 
.1002 .032 -.2624 .519 -.2633 .520 
.1689 -.053 I -1457 
-.023 .1244 .005 
.1035 .032 -.2707 .518 -.2718 .520 
.1648 
-.052 I .1420 
-.022 I .1220 I .005 
.1026 .030 -.2651 .519 -.2662 .520 
.1691 -.052 I .1461 
-.022 I .1247 I .005 
.1048 .031 -.2717 .518 -.2730 .520 
.le88 
.lb90 
,--_ . . 
-.053 
-.053 
:1474 I -.025 I .1225 
.1450 I - . 022 I . 12!m 
.007 
.005 
.------. ... . . - - ----_. _ . .. _._ .. 
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WHERE BAND NORMALIZED REGRESSION ' COEFFICIENTS 
C~ = C1 + RMIN DI 
D~ = (RMAX - RMIN) DI 
BAND NORMALIZED VIDEO VALUEI VB, IS: 
VB = 127 (V - a/ ) 
7 
WHERE V IS THE RAW DIGITAL VIDEO VALUE AND THIS IS THE DIf1ENSIONLESS 



























I • • J 
:HANNEL D~ 1 C' 1 
1 .403 -.051 
2 .419 -.049 
3 .409 -.049 
4 .419 -.049 
5 .419 -.050 
6 .420 -.050 
BAND NORMALIZED LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
FOR MSS BAND 1 
D/ r/ D/ C/ D/ C/ 2 "2 3 3 4 4 
.352 -.021 .296 .008 .248 .034 
.361 -.020 .309 .008 .257 .034 
.352 -.019 .303 .007 .254 .032 
.362 -.019 .309 .008 .260 .033 
.366 -.G22 .303 .009 ')5t; .~ ~ .035 
.360 -.019 .307 .008 .260 .033 
1-177 
D/ 5 C/ 5 
-.652 .514 
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MSS/PF ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY 
CONCLUS IONS 
o INTEGRATING SPHERE RADIANCE CORRECT TO 10% 
RELATIVE TO NBS STANDARD 
Q ERRORS FROM USE OF NOMI~AL BAND WlilTHS 
(PRIOR TO RECALIBRATION BY GE) 
BAND RANGE OF RADIANCE ERROR 
-
1 1.8% 
2 12 .9 % 
3 2.6 % 
4 19.5 % 
1-178 
RADIANCE BIAS 
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MSS RADIOMETRIC PRE-PROCESSING PROCEDURES 
(MIPS = MSS IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM) 
PURPOSE: CONVERT OBSERVED VIDEO DIGITAL COUNTS, V, INTO COUNTS WHICII ARE PROPOkTIONAL TO 
RADIANCE, VA, BY USING RADIOMETRIC LOOK-UP TABLES (RLUTs) 
STEPS: 0 COLLECT SCENE SEGMENT DATA 
o CALCULATE BAND NORMALIZED GAIN, BIAS, AND RESULTING RLUT BY SEGMENT USING 
INTERN/~L CALIBRATION LAMP DATA 
o MODIFY GAIN AND BIAS USING SCENE HISTOGRAMS (OPTIONAL) 
o GENERATE RLUT FOR EACH SUBSEGMENT BY BLENDING SEGMENT-LEV~L GAIN AND BIAS 
1-173 
00 

















RADlor1ETRIC ' PRE-PROCESSING DATA Fl.OH 
RA\~ SEGMENTELJ SCENE AND CALIBRATION DATA 
i 0("') APp~1 r-------, " :;" I OPTIONALLY I ""J {) . " 
BAND NORMALIZED Po 5~ I o· ;:{j :-' APPLY ,.... I tC) '1' C ... -
RLUT I HISTOGRAM I f: 0 :i'J 
NORf1ALI ZED : 2 ' ~ . , _. 
I RLUT I L ______ -' 






COLLECT MSS SCENE SEGr~ENT DATA 
DURING INITIAL Ir~GEST OF RAW DATA INTO MIPS: 
DIVIDE EACH SCENE INTO SEGMENTS (CAN BE ONE, TWO, FOUR, OR EIGHT) 
lUi ___ RE~ _ _ _ ilL( 
• 
___ -REI _ _ _ SCAN DIRECTION 
SCENE SEGr1ENT 
DI G IT AL VIDEO 
V (Q - 63) 
SCENE SEGMENT 
~, DIGITAL VIDEO 
V (0 - 63) 
CALIBRATION SEGMENT 
DI G IT AL WEDGE 
Q (0 - 63) 
COLLECT SCENE HISTOGRAMS OF DIGITAL VIDEO VALUES, V, FOR EACH SEGMENT. 











-...u.-. __ _ 
I 
' . 
CALCULATE 24 BAND NOR~lALI ZED RLUTs 
FOR EACH SEGMENT FROM SELECTED CALIBRATION HEDGE DATA 
-
I CALCULATE ~~IX AVERAGE CALIBRATION WEDGE VALUES, Q, FOR EACH CHANNEL 
I CALCULATE INITIAL GAIN (G) AND BIAS (B) FOR EACH CHANNEL 
~ CALCULATE POST-LAUNCH MODIFIERS 

















CALCULATE SIX AVERAGE CALIBRATION HEDGE VALUES 
FOR EACH CHANNEL IN THE SEGMENT 
n O t'\~ 





. 0 DECm1PRESS THE SIX CALIBRATION HEDGE DIGITAL VALUES, Q, ACQUIRED ON EVERY OTI!ER SCAN, 




o CAL.CULATE AVERAGE CALIBRATION WEDGE VALUE, Q, FOR E.l\CH HORD 
I 
':[Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Ofd 
r : 
/ I 
Q1 °2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
I I Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 


















CALCULATE INITIAL GAIN (G) AND BIAS (B) 
FOR EACH CHANNEL IN THE SEGMENT 
~ , 
RETRIEVE ABSOLUTE LAMP CALIBRATION LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, C AND D 
FROM DATA BASE 
CALCULATE GAIN AND BIAS FOR EACH CHANNEL: 
/ -
G = L C Q 
,-








:p .. "1 
r r l'! 
~iA 
CALCULATE POST-LAUNCH MODIFIERS 
(AS NECESSARY) 
BASED ON HISTOGRAMING OF REAL SCENE DATA, 
CALCULATE MODIFIER (M) AND ADDER (A) TERMS TO CORRECT FOR RESIDUAL 
STRIPiNG AND ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS BY UPDATING THE ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION 
EQUATION TO: 
VC = 127 (V-B) - A = G'V + B' 
- -
MG 











r- r=-: =i~ 
CALCUlJ\TE A BAND NOR~1ALIZED RLUT 
(FOR EACH CHANNEL) 
COMPUTE A SEGMENT SPECIFIC RLUT: 
RLUT = INTEGER [(i - i) - B] /G 
MAP RLUT INTO COMMON RANGE FROM 0 TO 127 TO AVOID STRIPING FROM 













MODIFY BAND NORMALIZED GAIN AND BIAS USING SCENE HISTOGRAMS 
FOR EACH CHANNEL IN THE SEGMENT 
o DECOMPRESS THE RAW SCENE HISTOGRAMS FROM (0 - 63) TO (0 - 127) (CONVERTS V-VALUES TO 
VD-VALUES IN ORDER TO CORRECT FOR NON-LINEARITY OF PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES) 
o CREATE CALIBRATED SCENE HISTOGRAr1S BY APPLYH~G BAND NORMALIZED RLUT TO DECOMPRESSED SCENE 
HISTOGRAMS 
o CREATE A BAND AVERAGE SCENE HISTOGRAM FROM THE SIX INDIVIDUAL HISTOGRAr1S 
o MODIFY EACH CHANNEL HISTOGRA~, RH, SO THAT IT HAS THE SAME MEAN, MEANCRH), AND STANDARD 













HISTOGRAM NORMALIZATION (CONTINUED) 
RH = G*RH + b 
g = SDCRH)/SDCRH) 
b = r1EANCRH) - '::i*MEAN(RH) 
CALCUlJ\TE A HISTOGRAM NORMALIZED GAIN, G1/ , A~D BIAS, B" 
Gil =G'/g 































r---- - --- -G~.-Bl---- Jl ~ 
-------_______ II) 
G,• B, .g 
------------- Ul 
YlG2 + %G,. yl B2 + %B, 
YJG , + %G2• YlB, + %82 
-------------
82, B2 
-------------~G3 + %G2• Yl B3 + % 8 2 
-----------------
I J 
Example of Segment Blending With Number 
Of Segments = 4 






n "': l: ;r.o. 
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Protoflight MSS-D 
Geometric Performance Summary 
SPEC ACTUAL 
line length Variation 
TM off 42 IJrad (rms) 12-191Jrad (rms) 
TM on 42 IJ rad (rms) 109-113 IJrad (rms) 
Una length (Average) ~1.5·34 ms 32.3 ms " 
Total Scan Angle 
.26 ± .001 rad 
.2603 rad 
Scan Repeatability 
TM off 24 ",rad (nns) < 31l rad frms) 
TM on 24 J.lrad (rms) < 7 Il rad (rms) 
Cross Scan 
Systematic ±200 ",rad < ±42",rad 
Random 24J,HSd (10) <3ll rad 
MTF( 1 0 J2 j.usd bars) 
Band 1 >.36 
.49-.54 
Band 2 > .36 
.47-.54 
Band 3 >.36 
.47-.52 



























Scan Mirror Angle 
vs. lime Trajectory 
!~ Scan Pertoo 73.42 ms (NOMI •• 
I Beginning of Scan (BaSI Bumper 
------ -- - .- -- ----- ---
Sc<ln Ccntm · Uno 
Active Scan Period 
32.3 ms (NOM) 
End of Scan tEOS) B.umper Positicn / 
SMP a Scan Monitor Pub1J 
1-193 
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ORlGlW\L PA.G~ .3. 
Of, pOOR QUALm 
(1) 01 .... 
U glB ~l~ C tT I ~o 1 ~I-= 1 G) : . 
+ :1 
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sScan t LoCa\ vert\ca\ 
Telescope Axis 1 Telescope 
xt 
- Loca\ \-\orizonta\ 
1-1 ~ VieW Angle \1-1 ~ 2'/ it )(. ~ 01 
l c::: M\rror Angle 



















---- _. __ .-. _ - -- ~------- .. -- ..... -~-.. --- ........... .. .. _.-
Scan Profile Equations 
Iy + vy + k(y - x) = 0 
y = Ae-Rt sin <0 (t + F) + B sin (<00 t -- cf!) + C cos (<00 t + cf! ) 
H = 2y - x 
Where: ! Mirror Moment of Inertia 00 
"':;0 
Y Mirror Angle ~§ oZ ;u~ 
v Damping Coefficient tOiJ C» 
~G") 
rrT1 K Flex Pivot Spring Constant ~~ 
x = Jitter Angle = Ao sin (fOot + l' ) 
H = View Angle 













ORIGlNAL PA.GE rs 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SCAN PROFILE EQUATIONS DEFINITION 
-So - Ao sin. + B sin ~ + C cos ~ A = ----_________ _ 
1 




Yp{O) - x(O) - So 
x{P) = Ao sin (woP + <p) 
x(O) = Ao sin 4> 
e
RP 
+ cos wP 
Yp(P) ' = B sin (wop + ~) + C cos (woP + cp) 
Yp{O) = B sin ~ + C cos ~ 
B = Ao(l 
Wo 2 ) 
- :-:--z-Wl 
(1 - -:-:--r +-Wo 2 ) 2 (WO r WI q , 
C = 
-Ao( ~o ) 
(1 - ~ + w ' )' WI (~f 
[ w' ]'/' (fl k W = WI 1 -(2~ ) . WI = \ T • q = -v 
, ' " 









- ~ .. - .~ .... - _# -~--'--' •• -..-- ....--
.-. ---_ .... ... _- .... - -.--. -----~-~--. .......,...,.., 
-
I 
Zero Damoino, Zero Jitter Case 
x = v = 0 
-so 
y = . sin (t-p/2) 
sin (t) P 
- 2 
H = 2y 
Where: 
So = Half of Mirror Scan Angle 





























SS Active Scan M irror Profile 
r Beginning of Scan (BOSI 




0 5 10 15 
Scan Center Line 
20 25 










r r" ::- -, < I'l l 
rEt of Scan (EOSI 
-.....----: ...... ~4-S M P3 








landsat-D MSS/PF Calculated 
Deviation from I.inear Scan 



























.~ 0 5 10 15 20 
> OJ Time, t, (Milliseconds from BOS) 0 
"Nominal (Linear) Scan Profile Minus Actual Profile 
(Scale to be Caiibrated During System Level Tests) 
1-201 
25 







































-~~---- ---.----.;-~ - ... - s , t1 
LandsatmD MSS/PF 
Deviations from linear Scan 
PING, BASED ON 
ODEL MEASUREMENTS) 
+641 I .- -. 
o N Jtf' 'I 
- 621 ~~I I I I I 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Time, t, (Milliseconds from BOS) 




















Protoflf ght MSS-O Scan Pto,il es 
(with and without damping) 
Definitions and physical values 
T - time in seconds from BOS (SMP-l) 
Y - mirror angle in radians 
H - view angle in radians 
P - active scan time (.03230 seconds) 
K - flex pivots spring constant (26.6 in lbs/rad) 
I - mirror inertia (.0923 in '16 sec2) 























ORJGINAL PAGt! IS 
Of POOR QUALliY 
Scan Profile with Damping Coeficient v = 0 
T (SEC) = (1 H(R~OJ= .1301501313 Y(R~D)= 6.5B75aB0E-82 
T(SEC)= .00881375 HCR~D)= .12373434 YCR~O)= 6.1837171E-02 
TCSEC)= 
· 
ao 1 E. '1.5 H C R~O)= .11741542 YCR RD)= 5.87077 1 1E-B2 
T (SEC) = · l~n324225 H CF.: ~O) = • 1 " 10"1444 YCRRD)= 5.5587218E-02 
T (SEC) = .00323 HCRRO)= .10453253 YCRRO)= 5.2296296E-02 
T (SEC) = .00 41337 ,5 HCRRD)= 3. 8 151891E-02 YCRRO)= 4.3075546E-02 
T CSEC) = . 1::1134845 HCR~O)= 3.1531147[-02 YCRROJ= 4.5845574[-02 , 
TCSEC)= .00 .%525 HCRRO)= 8.521337:E-02 YCRROJ= 4.26069 87(-02 
T (SEC) = .01354 6 HCRRO)= 7.8720786E-02 YCP~O)= 3.9368393E-B2 
T (SEC) = .0072675 HCR~OJ= 7.2212807E-82 Y( R~OJ= 3.61B54 B3 E-22 
T (SEC) :-: 
· 
(31)807 ,5 HCRRO)= 6.5631258E-02 YCR RO)= 3.2845529E-02 
TC SEC) = · (10:3c:825 HCRRO)= 5 . 9157364E-B2 YCR RO)= 2.9578682E-02 
T (SEC) = .00359 HCRRO)= 5.2612354E-02 YCRRDJ = 2 .6306177E-02 
T(SE C) = • I) "104'375 HCR~O)= 4.6057457E-02 YCP ~DJ= 2.3028729E-0 2 
T (SE C) = .1311305 HCRRO)= 3.9433305E-02 YCRRO)= 1 .9 746953E-B2 
T(SE C) = .0 '12 '1'125 HCRR O) = 3.2922933E-e2 YCR RDJ= 1.6461456E-02 
T (SEC) = . 0 " 232 HCRRO)= 2.6345773E-B2 YCRRDl = 1.3172887E-a2 
T (SEeJ = .13 " :::7275 HCRRO)= 1.9763663E-02 YCR ROJ= 3.8818316E-03 
T (SEC) = .0 '1453 .5 H(RRO ) = 1.3177839E-02 Y(RRO)= 6.5889195E-03 
T (SEC) = . 01 .53425 HCRRO)= 6.5895386E-03 Y(RRD)= 3.2947693E-03 
T (SE C) = .0 '11:. " 5 HCR~O ) =-1.515437 4 E-10 yrR~Dl=-7.5771868E-11 
T (SE C) = • I) H, '357 5 HCRRD)=-6.5 8 353 8 9E- 0 3 YCRROJ=-3.2347694E-03 
T CSE C) = . 0 '17?E,5 HCRROl=-1.3177839E-02 YCRR01 =-6. 5889196E-03 
T CSEC) = • (1 '1 :::.5725 H(R~D l =- 1 . 9763663E-02 YCRROl =- 3 . 8818317E-03 
T .: SEC.:I = • (1 ., '3 3 ::: H(RRO)=-2.6345774[-02 YCRRD1=-1.3172887E-02 

























r TCSEC)= T CSEc) = j . T~SEC)= 
TCSEC)= 






























HCRRD)=-3 . 2922933E-02 YCRRD1=-1 . 5451457E-02 
HCRRDl=-3.'34'33906E-02 YCRRD)=-1 . 9745953E-B2 
HCRRDJ=-4.6057458E-02 YCRRD)=-2.3028729E-02 
HCRRD)=-5.2612354E-02 YCRRD)=-2 . 5306177E-02 
H(RRD)=-5.9157~54E-02 YCRRD1=-2 . 9578682E-02 




HCRRD)=-9.1591147E-02 YCRRD1=-4 . 5845574E-02 




HCRRD)=-.12379434 YCRRD1=-5 . 1897171E-02 
HCRRD1=-.13015000 YCRRD1=-6.5075000E-02 
ORIGINAL PAGE 15 



















ORIGINAL PAGr: (3 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Scan Frofi1e with Damping Coeficient v = 107 x 10-6 ft. - 16 - ser/rad 
TtSE C) = 0 H(RRD)= .13015000 Y(RRO)= 5.5075000[-02 
T CSEC ) = 
· 
000807.5 H(R~D)= .12373288 YCR~D)= 6.1896439E-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
00 161.:;i HCRRO)= .11741256 Y(R~D)= 5.87£16282E-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
0024225 H CF.:RC') = . ·1110102':. YCRRO)= 5.5505130E-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
00323 HCR~D)= .10458717 YCRRDJ= 5.2293583E-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
1304037 .5 rtCR~D)= 9.8144493[-02 Y(R~D)= 4.9072246[-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
0134845 HCR~O)= '3. 1683448E-02 YCRRDl= 4.5841724E-02 
T (SEC ) = 
· 
0(15552.5 HCR~O)= 8.5205248E-02 YCR~D)= 4.2602624[-02 
T (5EO = 0(11;45 HCRRO)= 7.8711110[-02 YCRROl= 3.335555J[-02 
-r (SEC) = 13072575 , 
· 
HCRRO)= 7.2202253E-02 YCRRD)= 3.6101127[-02 
T (SE C) = 
· 
130 :::07.5 HCRRD)= 6.5573902E-02 Y(R~Dl~ 3.2839951[-02 
T CSE c) = 008:::8 25 H(RRD~= 5.9145282E-02 YCRRD1= 2.9572641[-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
00'3 E. '3 HCRRO)= 5.2599622E-02 YCRRDJ= 2.6239811[-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
o Hl4'37 .5 HCRRO)= 4.6044150E-02 YCR~D)= 2.3022075E-02 
T (SEC ) = 
· 
13 ·1 ·130 .5 HCRRD)= 3.'3480 101E-02 YCR~D)= 1.9740050[-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
0 ·121 ·125 HCR~D)= 3.29087 ( ;E-02 Y(R~D)= 1.6454353£-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
[1 ·1292 HCRRD)= 2.6331201E-02 YCRRD)= 1.3165600E-02 
T (SE C) = (1 '13727.s HCRRO)= 1.9748822E-02 YCRRD)= 3.8744108E-33 
T ( SEC ) = 
· 
(1 "145 3 .5 H(RRD)= 1 .316 2895 E-02 YCRR01= 6.58 14027E- 03 
I (SECt = 
· 
I) ·15342 .5 HCR~D ) = 5.5743838E-03 YCR~ )= 3.2871349E-03 
T (S EC) = 
· 
13 11:. ·15 HCRRDJ=-1.5187312E-05 YCR ROJ=-7.5936560E-06 
T CSEc) = 0 ·15'357 .5 HCRRD1=-6.5C1 4 5875E-03 YC RRD)=-3.3023438E-03 
T ( S.EC) = (1 ·1775 .5 H(RRD ) =-1.313 287 3E-C12 Y(PRD1 =-6. j364363E- B3 
T (SEU = (1 " : :.5 7 :: .5 H CRRD1=-1.9778505E-02 YCRROJ=-9.8832523E-e3 
T ( SEC ) = (1 " '33 8 HCRR DJ =-2.5360346[-C12 YCRROJ=-1.3180173E-02 
T (SEC) = 
· 
















T CSEC) = .0::: ·1 : :025 
T CSEC) = .0225 ·1 
T (SEC) = . 023417 ~, 
T (SEC) = .1324225 
T CSEC)= .0258325 
TCSEC)= .025:::4 
T (SEC) = . 02bt,4 7 5 
TC SEC)= .027455 
TC SECl= . 0282~25 
T CSEC) = .02g07 
T (SEC) = .0: 3877.5 
TCSEC)= .030E85 
T CSEC) = .13314 '3:5 
TCSECj= .0323 
HCRRD)=-3.3507711~-02 YCRRD~~ -1.9753855E-02 
HCRRDl=-4.607IJ764E-02 Y(RRC)=-2.3035382E-02 
HCRADJ=-5.2~25B86E-02 Y(R RD 1= -2. G312~~3E -02 
HCRRD1=-5.9169445E-02 YCRRDl= -2.'358 4723E-02 
HCRROJ=-6.5702S1?[-02 YCRRDJ=-3.2851306E-02 
HCRRD1=-7.22~3~6BE-02 (~RRDJ =-3. E,-l 1·1680(-02 
H CRAe') =-7. 8730463E-0:2 YCRRD)=-3 , 936S:31E-S: 
H(RRD)=-S.~222698E-a~ Y(RRD)= -4.26113 ~St -Oi 
H(RA~)=-3.169884.5E-02 YCR~DJ=-4.5849423E-02 
HCRRD)=-9.815768QE-02 Y(R~D~= -4.9078845E-0 2 
H (RAO) =-. 1045'3802 YlRRD1=-5.229S008E-02 . 




ORIGINAL ~Am: r-:-z ~- .;.J 
OF POOP yU:'LITY 
YCRRD)=-5.5~09307E-02 
Y (P1DJ -::-5. 870'3 ·13'j ... ··02 










Line Lengtn Variation Effects 
on Scan Mirror Profil 
----I j 








::::t o~ Vo / / { 
-452 I =----
L __ 
o 5 10 15 20 25 
Time. t, (Milliseconds from BOS) 
Line Length Error = -78 j..Lsec. 
Vo = Error Remaining after "Rubbp,rband" Correction 
V 1 - Error Resulting frorr. Shortened Line Length if Baseline Profile is Used 














C"l" }. c;") 
r- r:1 
:2.fil 
ORIGINAL PAGE \5 


























GEOMETRIC CORRECTION AGENDA 
• REQUI REMENTS 
• OVERVIEW OF CORRECTION DATA GENERATION 
• SYSTEMATIC CORRECTION DATA ,GENERATION 
• GEODElIC CORRECTION DATA GENERATION 








SUMMARY OF KEY 
GEOMETRIC CORRECTION REQUIREMENTS 
• COMPLETE GEOMETRIC CORRECTION CALCULATION 
- EXCEPT NO TERRAIN RELIEF COMPENSATION 
~ 
• USE EPHEMERIS FROM GPS OR ORBIT SUPPORT COMPUTING DIVISION (2 DAY 
PREDICT) 
• MAP PROJECTIONS 
- UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE MERCATOR/POLAR STEREOGRAPHIC 
- SPACE OBLIQUE MERCATOR 
• INTERACTIVE CONTROL POINT LIBRARY BUILD 
SELECT CONTROL POINTS FROM MAPS AND PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGERY 
- 100 CONTROL POINTS/DAY 
- CAPABILITY TO USE THE EXISTING LANDS,.,. " .. 2/3 LIBRARY 
- ELEVATION OF CONTROL POINTS MUST BE USED 
o SCENE FRAMING BASED UPON A WORLD REFERENCE SYSTEM (WRS) 
• FULLY CORRECTED MSS IMAGERY 
- FOR SENSOR AND PROCESS QUALITY ASSESSMENT 
- RESAMPLING USING NEAR EST NEIGHBOR OR CUBIC CONVOLUTION 
- CCT AND 241 MM FILM OUTPUTS 
• MSS ARCHIVAL HIGH DENSITY TAPE 
- FORMAT AND CONTENT MUST CONFORM WITH IPF-ICD-201 

















SUMMARY OF KEY 
GEOMETRIC CORRECTION REQUIREMENTS (ACCURACY) 
GEODETIC RECTIFICATION 
• 'J.S PIXEL (91)~ OF THE TIME) 
• REFERENCE TO STANDARD MAP 
• ASSUME ACCURATE GROUND CONTROL POINTS 
• VERIFIED OVER ' AREAS WITH NO TOPOGRAPHICAL VARIATIONS 
TEMPORAL REGISTRATION 
• 0.3 PIXEL (!JO\ OF THE TIME) 
• ADEQUATE INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE 
1-212 
GEOMETRIC ACCURACY SPECIFICATIONS 
PASS N ~ PASS 




PASS ~AND~ N + 1 
N + 1 BAND K BAND L 
GEOMETRIC 
CORRECTION REQUIREMENTS 




( ----~IREFERENCE IGEODETIC 
SCENE TROL 






















REQUIREM ENT INTERPRETATION 
- . 
• TEMPORAL REGISTRATION REQUIREMt:NT: 0.3 PIXEL, 90\ OF THE TIME 
• CLARIFICATIONS 
- SPECIFICATION APPLIES PER AXIS OF THE OUTPUT SCENE (X, Y) 
- PIXEL DEFINED AS INPUT PIXEL SIZE 
112.5 J.I RADIAN FOR TM 
117.2,.,RADIAN FOR MSS 
(AVOIDS ALTITUDE EFFECTS AND RESTRAINT OF REDUCED TM OUTPUT 
PI XEL SIZE, 28.5 METER) 
- ADEQUATE NUMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF CONTROL PCINTS 
- ELEVATION OF CONTROL POINTS MUST BE KNOWN 
- VERIFIED OVER AREAS WITH NEGLIGIBLE E,\RTH TOPOLOGICAL VARIATIONS 
1-214 
,,-- -.. - -.. - ... --~- .. - ... -.... ,....- ~ 
---_.- . --'~ ---- - - ----
_ w. 
TEMPORAL REGISTRATION VERIFICATION 
• CATAGEORIES OF ERRORS 
- BIASES: 
- RANDOM: 
"FIXED" OFFSET BETWEEN REFERENCE AND SUBSEQUENT 
PASS. RESULTS PRIMARILY FROM ATTITUDE, ALlCNMENT 
AND EPHEMERIS UNCERTAINTY. RANDOM OVER THE ENSEMBLE 
OF ESTIMATION EVENTS . ENSEMBLE VARIANCE UB 2. 
INTERNAL ERRORS WITHIN ONE SCENE. RESULTS FROM 
SCAN MIRROR NON-REPEATABILITY, RESIDUAL JITTER, 
PROCESSING LINEARIZATION AND COMPUTATIONAL LIMITATIONS. 
ONE SCENE VARIANCE U R
2
• 
- MEASUREMENT: ERROR IN CORRELATING TWO CONTROL POINTS . 




TEMPORAL REGISTRATION ERROR 









MSS-O PERFORMING AT SPEC LEVEL MSS-D PERFORMING AT MSS-3 LEVEL 
ERROR SOURCE CROSS TRACK ALONG TRACK CROSS TRACK ALONG TRACK 
BIAS RANDOM BIAS , RANDOM BIAS RANDOM BIAS RANDOM 
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 






- - - - - - - -
SCAN UNDERLAP/OVcRLAP 
WORST CASE ~SoN 
- - - .OS9Y2 - - - .OS9'Yl 
81.8°S - - - .126YT, - - - .1~6Y2 
SPACECRAFT 
JITTER 
- .102 Y2 - .102 Y2 - .102'i"r - .102.y:r-
GROUND PROCESSING 
• ATTITUDE IEPHEMERIS 
RESIDUAL .269 
- .3~8 - • HiS - .165 -
• SYSTEMATIC CORRECTION 
DATA ' GENERATION - .030Y2 - .030ff - .03Qi'T .030'''-
• GEOBETIC CORRECTION 
DATA GENERATION 
-
.030Yl - .030ff - .030'iT - .030~ ,. CORRECTION DATA INTER-
POLATION 
-
.010vr - .010Vl' - .030ff ~ .010Y'2 
• RESAMPLING - .014Y2 - .0Iqy!" - .0IQYr - .0IqYT' 
RSS SUBTOTAL .269 .505 .318 .699 .165 .210 .165 .25q (81.8°5) 
.199 (!;SoNJ 
RANDOM + BIAS RSS .572 .768 (81.8°S) .21B .103 (81. 8°S) 
, l59 ("SON) 








OVERVIEW OF CORRECTION DATA GENERATION 
, SYSTEMATIC CORRECTION DATA - THREE STAGES 
- OFFLINE DEVELOPMENT OF NOMINAL CORRECTION DATA 
ONLINE ATTITUDE/EPHEMERIS PROCESSING J SCENE CENTER DETERMINATION 
ONLINE UPDATE OF NOMINAL CORRECTiON DATA USING PROCESSED 
ATTITUDE/EPHEMERIS 
• GEODETIC CORRECTION DATA - ONLINE 
- EXTRACTION AND CORRECTION OF CONTROL POINT NEIGHBORHOODS 
USING SYSTEMATIC CORRECTION DATA 
- CORRELATION OF CONTROL POINT LIBRARY CHIPS TO CONTROL POINT 
NEIGHBORHOODS 
- FILTERING OF CONTROL POINT DISLOCATION TO DETERMINE EPHEMERIS/ATTITUDE 
CORRECTIONS 
- UPDATE OF SYSTEMATIC COR~ECTION DATA USING FILTER OIITPUTS 
1-217 
OVERVIEW OF GEOMETRIC CORRECTION (CONTINUED) 
• REFORMATTING OF CORRECTION DATA TO HORIZONTAL AND 
. VERTI CAL RESM1PLI NG MATRI CES (HRS/VRS) 
1- 218 
,.-~ 
--- 1 ---. 
--, 
Overview of MSS Geometric Correction 
























lIbrarv Sub." . 
HRS: Horbant.1 Resampllng 
VRS: Vartlcal Resampling 
SOM: Space Oblique Mercator 
UTM: Unlvtrsal Transverse Mcrc:tor 
PS: Poll r Stsreographlc 
1-219 
HRSNRS Grids 
In SOM Coord's. 
HRSNRS Grids 

























I .• ' _-'- ~ 
_. ___ _ __ .... _.~ ___ .---. - - _.,..,..,... ... - ..... ~~-r-" ~1f> (fL i. tV ,. r.\ ~ 
s)~t£ ... a~;~ C~r.cc\lun vf unagery-: 
Effects Modeled 
• Spacecraft Ephemeris (I nput~ 
• Spacecraft Attitude (Input) 
• Scanner Misalignment (Parameters) 
Scan Ang~e Profile (Paramuterized Model) 
® Earth Geoid (Paramoterized Model) 
., Earth Rotation (Parameterized Model) 
• World Rufurenoo SYltam SCl ns Centers 
• Calculations Performed for Single Dotectar in Center ~f 
Detector Array -
- Band-Lino Adjustments (BlA) Appliod Separately 


























MSS Mirror Model for SCDG 
• f(i) = ~. e. -;t(ic. -1:0) [ J\ ",in." '" (to + [. i -/ J At) } 
j D Scan .l\ngle 
• 
,L = Pixel Numbar 




ill line S"lart Time ;o~ 
.0." C:;:. 
:PC) 
W Mirror Frequanr }~' r:~ =- ~iii 
A :m AmpJitude 
(3 - DAMP iN G LONSl'AtI' 
-
• Along Sc~n Only (Roil Axis) 
~ NSfJd Shapa for c~o!S Scan (Pitch/Yow VI 1. ) 
1-221 







CoorOlnata System For Basic Calculations 
S,8nd.,d Coordlna,e Syllem: 
• Origin It nF:9 Sc.ne Cent" 
• X·Axh Alonl CIC Noml,. Antua. Momentum V~tor 
• ~·A.I. E .... Mlter Polntlnt 
• Y-Axl. Comp:gfn Rlrllt Hand Cootrfffl8~. BY'tem IPer~li,d to 5C NomlNC InwUsl VtCocltyJ 
- WRS Scene Cent." 




W=S r" 5C 
y 












ObJique Mercator Coordinates For The Sphere 
I 
.1... Oblique longitude of P 
,8 • Oblique latitudo of P 
AI - local Earth Radius 




__ Oblique Equator 
-.... WRS Scene Cente .. 
..... Trul Equltor 
~.~ .!!.L IN (1 .. SIN.8 ) 
2 1 - SIN)f 
y ' . R •• ,( 
. 




O z p 
;:u,.... 
~~ j; L:) 
~ roi 
~~ 
o Good locai AplWoxlmatloil to Space Oblique Mercator 
, 
:j 
Systematic Correction Functions (SCF) 
Objective: Associate (X, Y) in Processed Image with (i, j) 
in Raw Video 
i = Pixel Number (Sample Time) 
I = line Number (Scan Time) 
00 









(i,j) Defines Unique Time t Relative to Scene Center Time 
Result: X = f(i,j) 
Y = g(i,j) 
1-224 
For Given Ephemeris 
and Attitude 
f Systematic Corrections Functions: 
The Lookpoint Calculation, 
SIC • In ECI Coordinates, solved for (fJ 1 ;\') 
/ \ 
.... /< 






R U' (', A')" A sIc (t) ... dl (t) 
. 
t From Pixel Numbar I 
. Scan Un3 I 
Scent Center Time 
..1 
RS/C (f) From Ephlm"ris 
:. (t) From Sclln Profile, 
(l Allunment, J\.ttitudo Oalts 
o Tr.nsform to ECEF Coordinates 
A (i J i-) from i\', Earth Spin 
• Transform (9, ") to (,< J,8) 


































Nominal Systematic Correction Functions (SCFo) 
• Spacc;craf. In Orbit tnlt D.tlrmlnOD WAS Seon; C,nlerl (Nominal Orbit) 





P/~ -~ / - --1, '----
/~ / Y " 
I ~ fj?r ~;( 




.xo f..(iJ iJ 
JD :: jo (i)l) 
Xo, Yo Independent 
of Spaclcraft 
EphDmGrilllOO Attitud. 
~ se. F" 
00 
~I.,:l 
~ C> 0 ;'; 
o ~ 
-;;::.If' 

















Properties Of Systematic Correction Functions 
• Highly linear In Spacecraft Parameter Biases 
)(().,A,S)" XO(i,A}+f 0g(i.J;.J,sA(,i A.) 
,- T .,t () A- I If 
y(.L'/J"SJ== Yo (-<'ff) + f d y(i,;tJ.$.1. (,i,/) 
..I.. b ~Jl 
• Analytic Expressions for Partial Derivatives Defined Over 
Entire Grid 
• Spacecraft Parameter Biases 
£0( - Bias in Oblique longitude 
~j3 - Bias in Oblique latitude 
~A. - Bias in SIC Radial location 
$ 61f' - Pitch Anglo 
5& Jl. - Roll Angle 
fiB,! - Yaw Ang!e 






0 2 :o~ 





r --' Offline Generation of Nominal 
Systematic Correction Functions/Partial Derivatives 
• SCFo Generated on Grid 41 (Along Scan) x 11 (Along Track) 
• Partial Derivatives (P~) Generated on Grid 
5 (Along Scan) x 3 (Along Track) 
• linear I ntarpolation Suffices 
Ii Functions of WRS Scene Center Latitude Only 
Stored for Single Reference Path, Along with Nominal 
Ephemeris and WRS Scene Center Data 





, .. "--........ . ~ .... -.-.............. .... --
Ephemeris Processing 
• Received Ephemeris has been Processed on tho aBC 
• May Be Contaminated By 
- Noise 
- Outliers (Transmission Errors) 
- Bias (Ground Truth Required for Removal) 
• Smoothing to Remove Noise (J2 Model with Drag) 
Outlier Detection/Removal (Tast on Angular Mom~ntum) 
G Bad Data Point Count/Residuals for Quality 
• I\~ean Residual Error (Exclusive of Bias) - approximately 10M 
1-229 
L:_ 
. -. -.. .. "--•. ', .-...... ~,; 
Source of Ephemeris 
Telemetry 
i, ~,', a Ewert 





• :::J ,. .. ( ~ V· z.~. 1- ~. :O""t1 • .. : )"'J NASA .1., ]C., 
" Z, Y-. ~I Z, - , (' GSFC ;- rh . • • ~ _2 











.. .. ~ _ _ . .... r ........... t"--." ______ _ 
Ephemeris Data Smoothing 




t + 24 
........ . 
"-
'- Final Itcrlt. 
1It Hsrate 
t + 32 














Attitude Data Processing 
e Received from the Spacecraft 
- Ouaternions on a 4.096 Second Grid 
- Angular Increments (Pitch, Roll, Yaw) on a 0.512 Second 
Grid, Filtered (Frequencies less than 0.5 Hz) 
- Data in Earth Cantered I nertialCoordinate System 
• Required Processing 
- Phase and Amplitude Compeillation for Angular Increments 
- Limit Checking to Remove Outliers (Transmijssion Error) 
- Integration of Euler Parameters (Rates from Angular 
Increments) 
- Quality Checks 
1-232 
8 Kb TlM 
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5 12 M! 
Prelaunch 













la.t DRIRU Drlit (,tlmcto In Intarn ' 
"nt Ou.I.rnlon In the IntelV" 
Ihampl. 0' au.tarolon 





In;8Qflll t lon 
~ 
f' ! tor 
1" ~ t e~ 
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MSS Att itude 
tRoll , Pitch, Yaw' 
612 MS Grid 






















.. ~ . "'.i. ·'· ··· .... · .... -.. -.... ,--- ...... , . .,.....-...- ........  _ . .,.. 
-- - -.~-... - - , 
3cene ~enter Calculation ' , 
• Scene Center Time: Time at Which X • Axis of Stl'lndard 
Coordin(l~' SY!item Is Intersected by a Radius Voctor 
Through Mldscsn Ground Trsce 
Nomlnel Ground Trsck 






















MSS Data Flow In GCDG 
HRSNRS 











I rJlSS \ 
.. 
.. 
~ RIC CPN 





I 0 D:lta \ 
, f.xtroction t -- CjaN file 
• COirl?Cilvn 
" Daw Da\,' t I __ = ___ _ 
r,P Data 
t:.X.(i~, ·ft, 
r>---__ t:. y (·it 1. A) 
I 'i 
J: :: ~,NCP 
I • Rsdio~trlc ~' 
"' . '/ 
,--_.... RLUT" , ' 
~PC - Control Point Chi" (32 x 32) 
CPC - Ct)l1tmi t'('int Nt)i~h~-o;hood 










































Properties/Effects Of "$ For Landsat-D MSS 







- Along Track Oilpllc.ment 
- Croll TrGCk Oilplacement 
- Along Track Asymmetry 
- Croll Track AaymmQtry 
(Magniiication) 
• P.symmfJtries Almost Linsar and Odd Functionl of X 
ct Oisplacsmf'ntl Large 




0 : I : I , I • of 
d 
!- .. -



















~ Rates - All AsYmmetric Imnge Disiurt30ns 
o [~) J 8p 
• 
dB ) Se't 
SGy 
SJi 
- Along Trick Asymme~~ :-y 
(Magnification) 
- CrOll Track Asymmetry 
(Rotition or Yaw Plus Croll Track Skew) 
- Growth of Alon, Track Skaw 
- Growth of CrOll track Magnification 
• AsymmGtries Almost Linear and Odd Functions of Y. 















• • .,----_ ... 
,~ I I, 
d 
-.. 





I $AT $CT j , 





~ g( and ~ Bp Hard to Separate - Represented by Single Variable _ 
~AT I For Along Track Translations 
5- p and :;; ().At Hard to Separate - Reprea9nted bV Single Variable 
SeT J for Cross Track Translationt 










Effect in Image 90% Error at Wnrlt 
Point (Pixels) 
Along Track Shift 
Croll Track Shift 
Cross Track Magnification 
Along Track Sk~iw 
Along Track Magnification 









Basis Of The MSS Filter 
• Linsarity of SCF with t -=- (i,l. J S,4 ~ S ~) r~"J S ~) '9 ) 
II Availability of Analytic Partial Derivatives 
Ax~ (l~i)=- c) X (l~ j) / J S,e 
~t ~:JJ -:=. J reili)/ d~,t 
• 4'/. (idJ = LAA.t(z:i)·r., (l~/) 
~t 
• (j 'j (1) j ) ~ Z ~, 1 (z~ j). f( (iJj) 
.-e 
• Above Suggesu on Optimal least Squares Filter, Ba;td on 
Function: 
!/C{f; /0;.1. + £;1fr;) ~·f(~)/o;~ 
___ #cf 
Whe,a €f ~)c, {,fAg( f"'/~(i~jJh.R(i~}j~J 
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CHOOSING THE OPTIMAL VARIABLE SET 
• X CORRECTION AND Y CORRECTION ARE ALMOST INDEPENDENT 
• X CORRECTING BIASES: bCL ~RJ ~CTJ 
- COMPUTE X-QUALITY FOR 
1. ALL 3 VARIABLES 
2. ~ CT AND EACH OF 2 INDIVIDUALS 
3. SCT ALONE 
- RETAIN VARIABLE SET THAT PRODUCES BEST QUALITY 
• Y CORRECTING BIASES: ~ ATJ serJ ~ AT 
- PROCEED AS FOR XJ USING Y-QUALITY 
- RETAIN VARIABLE SET THAT PRODUCES BEST QUALITY 
• REPORT VARIABLE SET USEDJ X- AND Y- QUALITY 
1-240 
Quality Of Correction 
Definition of X-Quality: 
Residual Error in X at Worst Points in Scene (Corners) 
Definition of V-Quality: 
Residual Error in Y at Worst Points in Scene (Corners) 
Semi-Ana~ytic Functions for X and Y Quality 
Deduced for Given NCP and Spatial Distribution of 
CPs - Also Depend on ~) 0, Directly 
. X- and y .. Quality Deduced Dynamically and Used to 
Select Optimal Variable .Set 
Outliers Removed in Usual Way 
1-241 




• STATE VECTOR (~ ) 
• COVARIANCE MATRIX 
o ALONG TRACK, CROSS TRACK QUALITY MEASURES 
• RESIDUALS AT CONTROL POINTS 
• OUTLIER ENUrERATION 
• VARIABLES ESTIMATED 
1-242 
GEOMETRIC CORRECTION CALIBRATION 
e PURPOSE: IMPROVE SYSTEMATIC CORRECTION FOR SCENES LACKING 
CONTROL POINTS 
• PARAr1ETERS TO BE CALIBRATED 
- MIRROR MODEL PARAMETERS 
- INSTRUMENT MISALIGNMENTS 
- IMAGE NOISE MATRIX ELEMENTS 
- A PRIORI STATISTICS OF THE SPACECRAFT PARA~[TER BIASES 
Q CALIBRATION DATA - LONG TERM MEANS AND VARIANCES 
- MEAN AND VARIANCE OF LINE LENGTHS 
- MEANS AND VARIANCES OF SPACECRAFT PARAMETER BIASES 
- RESIDUALS AT CONTROL POI~TS - MEANS AND VARIANCES OF 
RESIDUALS SORTED ON CROSS TRACK LOCATION 
1-243 
GEOMETRIC CORRECTfON CALIBRATION (CONTINUED) 
e CALIBRATION APPROACH 
- EFFECTS MIXED ON THE GROUND - SELECT SINGLE PARAMETER TO 
BE UPDATED 
- NON-ZERO MEANS OF SPACECRAFT PARAMETER BIASES POINT TO 
MISALIGNMENTS} MIRROR AMPLITUDE OR MIRROR VELOCITY ERRORS 
- VARIANCES OF SPACECRAFT PARAMETER BIASES PROVIDE STATISTICS 
FOR SELECTING OPTIMAL VARIABLE SET 
- CROSS TRACK PATTERNS IN THE RESIDUALS POINT TO MIRROR VELOCITY 
PROFILE ERRORS 
- DEVIATIO~ OF MEAN LINE LENGTH FROM NOMINAL - MIRROR SPEED 



































































LOA List of Acronym~ 
Archival Ancillary (Data) Tape 
Automatic Cloud Cover Assessment 
Attitude Control Electro~lcs 
Attitude Control System 
Application Concept Test 
Analog to Dlgit~l 
See MOP 
Applications Developmental Data System 
Autom~ted Digital Facsimile System 
Applicati o~s Devel opment Laboratory 
Automatic Data Processing 
Automatic Data Pro ces>ing Equlp"ent 
Aerospace and Data Systems 
Angular Displacement Sensor or Angle Detector Sensor 
Ancillary Data Tape 
Applications EKploratory Mission 
Air Force Global Weather Central 
Automation of Field Operations and Services 
Air Force Plant R~ presentative Office 
Archive Gener 'tion 
Automatic GaIn Control 
Aerospace Ground E'lulpment 
Aerospace Group Strategic Planning and Programs Offl ce 
Ampere - hour 
Algorithm Logic Unit 
AttItude Measurement System 
Applications Notice 
See ANDP 
Ancillary Data Calculation Process 
AmerIcan National Standards Institute 
AscendIng Node Table 
Announcement 'If Opportunity 
Atmospheric and Oceaoographlc Image Processing System 
Advanced Onboard Pro~essor 
Ac4:dsition of Signal 
Appl l catlons Processor 
Array Processor 
AerIal Photogr3phy FIeld Office 
~;11 ied °hys lc~ Laboratory (John Hopkins Unlv.) 
Antenn~ tositfoning System 
Americon St andard Codp for I ,formation Interchange 
Aerospace Strategic r .. ]. " qepresentatlon 
Armed ServIces Proc). , ·' - Kegulations 
Autcm atfc Send/Receil'c 
Asynchronous System Trap 















































~pllcatlons Technology Laborato~y 
Antenna Test M~~l 
~ollo Telesr:op.! Mount 
Acceptance Test Plan 
~pllcatlons Technology Satellite 




Boom Antel 'na :tetentf:,n ::>ep 1 oyment and Jet tI son AssE'1Ilb 1 y 
Bench AcceJtance Test 
Build Basei Ine 
Bus Coupling Unit 
Block Data Format 
Bit Error Rate 
Biological Experiment Sclenllflc Satellite 
Browse Film Recorder 
Band Interleaved by Cylinder 
eand Interleaved by Line 
Band Interleaved by PIKel 
Band Interleaved by Word 
Beginning of Life 
Beginning of Scan 
Beginning of Tape 
BId and Proposal 
Bus Protection Assembly 
Bits per Inch 
Bytes pel' Inch 
B Its per Second 
Bytes per Second 
Broadcast Satellite Experimental 
Band Sequent! a 1 
Back Surface Radiator 
Bench Test Cooler 
Bench Test and CalibratIon Equipment 
Bench Test Equipment 
Backup 
B lack and White 
Configured Articles List 
Calibration 
Central Atlantic Regional Ecological Test Site 
Catalog of Available and Standard Hardware 
Catalog 
Cloud Cover Assessment 
Configuration Control Board 
Camera Controller Combiner 
00 
"';0 


































































Charge Coupled Device 
Closed Circuit Loop 
Color Composite Ma>ter 
Contract Change Notice 
Cloud Cover As sessment Process 
Computer Compatible Tape 
CCT Containing Partially-Corrected Data 
CCT Containing ?arti ~ lly-Corrected MSS Sensor Data 
CCT Containing Partially-Corrected TM Senor Data 
CCT Produced by AOUS 
CCT Containing FU ·lly-Corrected Data 
CCT Contai ning Fully-Corrected MSS Sensor Data 
CCT Containing Fully-Corrected TM Sensor Data 
Cartridge Removable Diablo Disk Drive 
Command and Data Handling 
Command cnd Oata liandli ng System 
Command and Data Hand ling System Simulator 
COHSS Interface Unit 
Conceptua l Design R ~view 
Critical Design Rp·ilew 
Concep ~u al Dp~lgn Rev iew Board 
Contract ~dta Requ iremen ts List 
Controlled Environment Module 
Clear Fleld-of-View 
Center of Gra'! ity 
Conff gu rat Ion Item 
Cl oud 
Corrected line Length 
Center of Mass 
Configurati on Management 
Command 
Configuration Management Instruction 
Comma nd Memory Management 
Configuration Mana gement Office 
Common Business Oriented Language 
COO/pu ter 
Center of Pressure 
Co mmun icatiop Processor 
Control Point 
Control Point ~hip 
COO/puter Program Configuration Item 
Control Point Directory 
C~"puter Prog ram Desi gn Specification 
Control Poin t Di rectory (Candidate for Permanent File) 
Correc tion and Produc t Generation Software 
Control Point L ib;-ary 
Control Point Library (Candidate for Permanent File) 
Cards eer Minute 
Compu ter Persona 1 ity Module 
Control Point ~elghborhood 
Control Poi nt Neighborhood for Geodetic Corrections 
Contro l Point Neighborhood for lfbr.::ry Maintenance 
Control Point Neighborhood for M55 
Control Point Ne ighborhood for TH 
CZCS Preprocessor Performance Tape 
Cloud Physics Radiometer 

























































Cye 11 c Redundancy Check 
Cosmic Ray Ionization Spectrometer 
Cathode Ray Tube 
Cropping, Subsampling and Averag1ng 
Computer Sciences Corporation 
Contractor Supplied Equipment 
Control and Simulation Facility 
Coarse Sun Sensor 
Central Unit 
Cal endar Year 
Coastal Zone Color ScannEr 
Digital-to-Analog 
" 
Data Base AdminIstration Subsystem 
De-Centralized Automated Service Support System 
Data Base 
Data Base Interface Process 
Antenna gain In decibels re~'renced to an IsotropIc 
Antenna 
Power In decibels referenced to one m1lllmeter 
Data Base Manag emen t System 
OEC-I0 System Software for Data Base Management 
Direct Current 
Data Collection Platform 
Data CollectIon System 
Data Collection System Tape 
Digital Display Generator 
Digital Data Interconnect 
Data Description Language 
Digital Data Processor 
Controlled Environment Module OOP 
Wire-Wrapped DDP 
Detailed Des'gn Review 
Detailed DesIgn Review Baseline 
Digital Equipm~nt Corporat1on 
OCC-ID Computer 
OCr.-20 Compu ter 
DIgital Equipment Corooration Communications Network 
Decontnutator 
Dccc~utation Hardware Device 
Dem'J It i p 1 exer 
Data Formatter Processor 
Digital Facsimile System/Automated Digital Facsimile 
Svstem 
D'igltal Image Analysis laboratory 
Film Recorder Vendor 
Digital Image Data 
Dua l lnline Package 
Digital Image Processing System 
Large Image Access Routines 
Downlink 
Direct Meoory Access 
Data Managemer:t F ac il i ty 
Data Manag ement Language 
Data Mani pulation Language 



















[JoISP Qefense Meteorological Satellite Program EIA 
DOC Data Operations Control ELE 
000 Department of Defense ELS 
DOO Depth of Discharge ELX 
001 Department of the Interior E~ [JOI/EOC Department of the Interior/EROS Data Center mI 
ooMSAT Domestic Communications Satellite ENA/DISA 
DPM Draftln9 Practices Manual Eoo 
DPR Design Problem Report EOF 
DPS Dat ~ Pr~c esslng System m_ 
DPS DRR TS Process Software t~ 
DPSE DRKTS Process Software Executive HlP 
DPU Digital Process ing Unit EO? 
ORllC Programmed Input Output Interface Oevice for DEC EO.'U 
~i~s • EOS 
0070 Direct Memory Access Interface Device for DEC EOS 
Mass bus EOS 
OR7BO DIrec t Memory Access Interface Device for DEC EOS 
VAX-11/780 EO&SP 
DRII\U Dry Rotor Inertial Reference Unit EOT 
ORRTS Data Receive, Record and Transmit System EOV 
OS Gimenslon (Tele phone ) System EPA 
DSC Data Co 11 ec t1 on Sys tem EPC 
DSCS Defense Satellite Communications Sy~tem (PI 
DSCS Desk Side Computer System EPS 
DSI Digital Subsystem Interface Unit ER 
DSL Data Service Laboratory EREP 
DSH Downlink Synchror.lzatlon Module EROS 
DSSCI Data Stripper-Serial Controller Interface ERS 
DSU Digital Switching Unit ERTS 
DTD Digital Terrain Data ESA 
DTM DI~ital Terrain Map ESR 
DTG DI gI tal Ta pe Generation ESTEC 
VTR Dally Test Report EU 
DTS Dlg1tal Transm ission System EVA 
DV DIgital Vol tme ter [VAL 
DX2Q DEC Peripheral In ~erface Device EW::J 
DXFP Data Extraction ~nd Formatting Process 
F.'\I~S 
EAG( Electrical A~rospace Gro und Equipment FMO 
EBCDIC Exten1ed BInary Coded DecImal Interchange Code FAS 
EBR E I ec tron B!!am Reco"der FCS 
EBR IC E I e.: tron I c Beam Recorder ImJ{e Correc t Ion FOO 
ECC Er ror Correc tion Capability HODR) FOO 
EeEF Ea rth -Centere1-Earth-Flxed FFP 
ECI . Earth-C entered-Inertlal FGS 
ECl EmItter Cou~led Logic FHST 
EOC EROS Data Cen te:- FlO 
EDIPS El ec tron ic DIgital Processing System FIFO 
EDIPS EOC Digita l Image Processing S)s~em FIPS 
EDP El ectrooic Data (Dlyltal) Processing Flo! 
EDPS Electronic Oata Proce~s lng Syste1:1 FM 
EED El ect ro -Exp losi ve Device Ft'fA 
EF Earth Fixed CO'JrClH"te Sy', tem FMS 
EGRET Expl t:i e, Garw.,a Ray EXl'ci' imen t Telescope FO 
EGSE El e-~trlcal Govemmer.t Supplied Equlpnenl FOC 




Electronic Industries AssociatIon 
ElevatIon at Entry 
End-of-Line Sync 





End-of -F 11 e 
End-vf -Life 
End-of -f1ls s Ion 




Earth Observation Systems 
Earth Observations Satellite 
End-of-Set 
~ 
Earth Observatory and Shut~le Programs 
End-of-TJ;;e 
End-of-Volume 
E~vlronmental Protection Agency 
Electrical Power Conditioner 
Eulpr ParJ me ter Integration 
Electrostat Ic Plott Ing Softwa.'e 
Equl pment Room 
Earth Resources Equipment Package 
Earth Resources Observation System or Satellite 
Earth Rt:s')'Jrces Survey 
Earth Resources Technology Satellite 
European Sp~ce Agency 
Equipment Service Report 
European Space Research and Techno logy Center 
Expander Un It 
Extra-Vehicular Activity 
Earth Viewing Applications Laboratory 
Engineering Work Order 
Full Aperture Infrared Source 
Financial and AdminIstrative Operations 
Foreign Agricultural Service 
File Control Servlc~ 
Fixed (C~rtrldge) Diablo Dls~ (Drive) 
Final Design Review 
Federation of Functional P,'ocessors 
Fine Guidance Sys~em 
Fixed-Head St~r Tracker 
FInal Instrument D~finltlon 
First-In, First-Out 
Federal Information Processing St~ndards 
Frequency Modulation 
Fli qht Mode I 
Failure t~ode and Effects ,'\nalysls 
Flight (Segmen t) 11anagement Subsystem 
Flight Operations 
Faint Object Camera 
Formula Translation 
~ 










































































Field Operations Service 
Flight Operations Subsystem 
Fdint Object Spectrograph 
Field-of-View 
Focal Plane Assembly 
Final Product Generation 
Fl~atlng Point Processor 
Focal Plane Structure 
Facilities Requireme nt Document 
Film Recorder Sy~ tem 
Flexible Roll-Up Solar Array 1dad('led Solar P~er 
System 
F 1 I ght Segment 
Federal Supply Code For Manufacturers 
Flight Segment Development Facility 
Fairchild Spac~ and Electronics Company 
Frequency Shift Keying 
Flight Schedulidg Subsystem 
F 1 i ght S!'gmer,t S jl,~I . l ator 
Flight Support Sj~tem 
Fine Sun Sensor 
Flight Segment Simula~or S~ftware 
Fourier Transform 
Fede ral Te 1cilhone System 
Fi scal OI ep.k 
Fiscal Yeor 
For Your Information 
Geometric Correction 
Geodetic Correction Oata or Geometric Correcticn 
Data 
Gpode tic Correction Data r;eneratior, 
Geometric Correction Matrices 
Geome tric Correctlo.l M'Itrix 
Geometric Correction O~p.rator 
GCO Ver ifi catl 001 ~) 5 tem 
G ~oae t ' : Control Point 
Gr ound Control Point 
Ground Data Handling System 
Graphics Display Terminal 
Gene ral Electric 
GE Interface Device for ORl80 j eometrlc Correction Process 
Geographic Reference 
Ground Electronic SpecificatiC'n 
General Electric Technical Servile Company 
Government furn 1~~. ~d EQuiprr.l'nt 
God~ard Film Inventory Tape 
Covernment Furnished Property 
Goddard HOT Inventory Tape 
Gi gahertz (log) 
General Instruction 
Governmen t Inspection A~enCj 
Ger.era 1 Man ager 
GCO Microcode File 
Geooe tl' ic Correction Matrix Calculation ?ro(~Ss 

























































Greenwich Mean Time 
Geostationary Operational Envir~nmentaJ Satellite 
General Purpose Console 
Ground Proc~ssi ns Equipment 
General Purpose Information Processor 
Glo~al Positioning System 
General Purpose Transformalion 
Gamma Ray Explorer 
Graphite ,i.led Epoxy 
Grrund Segment 
Ground Support Equipment 
Goddard Spice Flight Center 
Ground Support System Software 
Ground Specefllght Tracking and Oata "e~work 
Header, AnCillary, Annotatlrn, Trailer 
~~TT for L1brlry Maint(~ance 
HODR Assignment and Control 
I'oaoer Annota t i on, Tra il er 
High-Order Aerospace L3nguage 
Heat Capacity Mapping MisslOl, 
HOT Dup I i cali on 
High Den sity Digital Recorder 
High DenSity Digital Tape 
HOT -R Directory fxtrilct.or 
HIgh Density Tape 
HOT-Archive Format (Partially correct~d 
radiometrically hut nr, ~ geonetrically) 
HOT-A fur MSS Sensor vata 
Copy of HDT-A for MSS Sensor Data 
f{)T -A for TM Sensor [)~ta 
Copy of flDT -A ror TM Sensor Ddta 
HOT (Data) !:It.er'/a 1 
IDT-Product Fcrma~ (Fully corrected) 
HOT-P for TM Sen;cr D~ta 
Copy of IIDT -P f,1r TH Sensor Data 
fllqh ~ens1ty Tape Recorder 
f{, --Raw Data as recorded in ORRTS 
HOT-R fJr MSS Sensor Data 
HDT-R for TM Sensor Data 
lilT Record..!d at Wh it'! Sands 
HOT-S fo~ MSS Sensor Oata 
HOT-S fur TM Sensor Data 
~rcury Ladmiu~ Telluride 
Hi erarchy I npu t Proces'; Output 
;Iigh Reso I;.tion Film Recort.ier 
Hi gh Speed Contro 1 E lemer.t 
High Spe~d Interface 
Host Vehicle (Landsat-D) 
Hardware 
Hertz (cycles per second) 
Image An~;Jler Console 
Integratej Analysis Plan 
Image AnalYils Terminal 


























_ ... - ., 
ICCD Intensified Charfe Coupled Device I:M Interface Switching Nodule 
ICD Int~rface Contro Document ISS Image Generation Facility Software $uuset 
ICS Image Correction Support ;0ftware 1St) Inpu~ Scanner Unit 
ICS Interactive Computer Simulator IT Integntlon Test 
10 Id~nt lficatlon I&T Integration a~d Test 
IDA Image Data Acqulsltlcn ITO Inceptlon-to-Date 
I Of) Iden tlfl c.tlJn BJ;st lTD I ncurred- to-Date 
lOBS Inter;,~tlon~l Dati\ Base Systems ITP Integration Test Pia, 
J lOS Image Data Sys tem IU Interface Unit 
I lOT Investigat ion Deflnitlnn Team It-( Intern.tlonal Ultravl~ l~t Explore, lOT Image Display Terminal IUS Interim Upper Stage lOT I ~dus trlJI Data Terminal Corporation lOT Image Data Transmission JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory I/F Inter' ac.; JSC Johnson Space Center IF Intermed' a~~ Frequency 
IFD In-Flight D:sconrect r. A Thousand 
IFJV Instantaneous Fleld-of-Vlew K 10~4 (Memory Usa~e Only) 
IG Initial Gap Kb Kilobit 
IGF Im ayt' Generation Facility KB K 11 ot-yte 
II GS InitIal Im age Gene~a tlon Subsystem Kbps Klloblts per Second 
I[RV I '~ro\'ed Intir-Ranr V~tors ~~~~ ~ \1 ob l·tas P£h ~ec~nd jlS (l2S) n erna t lona Imag ng ystems eyboar Ca 0 e ay Tube H . ::lfcrmatlon Management KLlO CPU for DEC-I0 Computer 00 
Ir~ Ins trumen t ModtJ I e km I:llometer "T!;:o 
II1'AC Image ProcessIng ~nd Analysis Center KS Key Station ~G5 
[ 11$ Infonnat lon Mana geme nt Subsystem KSA Ku-uand Single Access °2 IMSC Infonnatlon Mana~men t Subsystem Computer )(SC Kennedy Space Center 0)::0 [11SF CC Information 11 anageme nt Sub<ystem FFP Control KW K Il owords ;Or 
CCKl1IJU ter 0"0 
J'1J [mage r~ elTlJ r y Un I t LA36 orc Hardcopy Terminal C~ 
InSb Ilidlur.l Ant Imonlde LACIE Large Area Crop Inventory Equlpm'!nt PO 
IlfTilALAB In forma tion Transfer Laboratory LANDSAT Land Sate 111 te !.: I\ ~ -i~ I/O In put/Output LdRC Langle} Research Center 
-<<<I IPC Initial Product Creation LAS Lan1sat-D Assessment System 
IPCS Information Produc tion Control System LAT Latitude 
IPD Informat ion Processing Division LBP Library BuIld Process [PF Image Processing Facility LBR Laser Beam P.ecorder 
Ips Inches per Second LCP left-t.nd Circularly Polarized 
I.PS Image Processing ~ Jbsystem LED Light-Emitting Diode 
IPS -l IPS StrIng No. 1 Computers LFC left-Fill Count 
IPS-2 IPS StrIng No . 2 Computers L1DU Larg~ Image ul splay Utility 
IPSC IPS CCKl1PU ter LIFO Last-In, Fi rs t-Out 
It}.. Interactive Query Language LLA Adjusted Line Length 
IR Infrared LLC LIne Length Code 
IRB Integ rated Requirements B_Jrd LM Library Maintenance 
IRW Independen t Research and Developmen~ LM Line Mon Itor 
IRD interf ace ReQul rements Docl"11ent L"M Landsat MissIon Management 
IflfPA Infrared F0cal Plane Asserrnly LMSC Lockheed r~lssf1e and Space Corporation 
IRG Inter-Record Gap LOE Leve I of Effort 
IRIG Inter-Range In>trumentJtl on Group Time Code :'ONG Longitude 
IRI G-A IRIG Time Code ~erles A LOS LI ne 0 f : I gh t 
IRE' Infrar ed Photomet.pr LOS Loss of Signal 
IRO Interrupt Request LPC LongItudinal Parity Check 
IRU Inertial Reference Unit LPM Line Point Marker 
IS Input SUDsysterr. LP"l Lines Per Minute 
lSA Ins trument Standard of America LPM Load Point H~rker i I SI\M Inde1- Se1uentlal Access Method LRA laser Retrodlrector Array 
t 1-250 
LRC Longitudinal Redundancy Check rflJ Me!lror y Management Unl t 
lRi) Laser Retrodlrector r-tlFS Minor Frame Synchronlzatlon 
LSS Least Significant 81t r.&o Mdlntenance and Operations 
LSD lands at-D mOEH Modulator/Demodulator 
LS3 Landsat 3 rlll Moolents of I nertl a 
LTC Light Transfer Charar.terl c t1cs rllL Manned OrbitIng Laboratory 
L TTS long-T erm Tape Storage Facility r1lM Mls$lo;1 Operations Hanager 
LTU 1I ne T est Un it MJPA Mega-Op~ratlons per Second 
LUN logIcal Unit Number I'm MIssion Oper ations Review 
LV launch Veh icle mu Memorandum of Understanding 
MPP MSS Preprocessor 
1'1 Mega- WS Mlss!on Planning System 
M MIllIon if'S Modular Power Subsystem 
M" MultIple Access f'i'T Max!mum Power Tracker 
WIGS Modular Attltuele Con·rol System tily Multl;>ly 
I"AG MSS ~rchlval Produc t Generation loRA MaIntenance RequIrements AnalysIs 
HfIP t~acro Array Proces'ior lilM Maintenance r.equlrements knalysls MatrIx 
MASsaUS Hi gh Speed Bus for DEC EquIpment I1lC Master Reference Cube 
MATSaJ Managenent and Technica l Services Comp~y ffiS Hodul e Reference Sys tern 
Mb Megabit NS MIrror Swe<!p 
I1'l Mega byte HSB Host SignIficant ~ lt 
lilA HASSBUS Adaptor ~C Manned Space Center 
Hbps MegabIts per Second K5CO-M HSS Mirror Scan Correction D~ta 
MCC Mission Control Center :-t5CO-T TM Mirror Scan CorrectIon Dat a 
MCCA I~ anu a I C 10ur1 C:>vcr As:; essment Package 11) CO Mission Support Coordination Office 00 MCR Mon ltor Con so 1 f' Rou tI ne HSC MatrIx Switch Control .,.,,, 
HelF MIs sion Contractor Test Facility HSEC Mil I I secorod ~e M&'OO ,1lsslon and Data Operations MSFC Mars ha 11 Space F 11 gh t Center 
~1&DCD Mlsslon a~d Data Operations Plrectorate MSR Monthly Status Review 0 4 Hm~ M~l tlplex-Demu l tlplex /iSS Module Support Structure ~f! f11Y Master Data Processor i"lSS Multispectral Scanner 10-0 e'EN Modu le E ~ change MechanIsm MSS-A MSS Archival Data c: ,'D 
ro£ R ITS Mlrshal I Earth Resources Information Tr~nsfer fofW Matr Ix Switch :P O System MT Magnetic Tape § ~'~ ~'iETSAT Meteorological Satellite KiBF Hear. Time Between Failures 
~1FB Mojor Frame Buffer MTF r!Ddul atl on Trans f er r uncti on i.') 
1'FD Master File Directory rm l~ater1 a I 
r1fS Major fr ame Syelchronfzatfon ~M Mechanical Test Module 
f1GSE MechJn lcal Government Supplied Equipment MTP HSS Telemetry Processor 
MHS MS5/UDDR Sen Ice MTTR Mean Ti me to Rep~lr 
til\~ Multi-Hundred Watt IiTU Magnetic Tape Unit 
f1~z Mega hr ,t z (106) MJX f1u It I pI e~er 
MIF Master Information Flle 111 Megawords 
HIP Mand~ement I nf orma tI on Process 
M.PS MSS Image Processi ~ j System ~?A Pur 1f 1 ed and F 11 tered Gaseous N Hrosen MIPS Mega-Instructions per Secon~ Not Applicable 
MIS Mission lroterface Subsystem WlK Ne~~tfve Ac~nowledgement 
MIT Master InformatIon Table NAPPS Nlmbus/AEM Preprocesso;· System 
~lJF Mej or F ra.lle NASA fiatlon~1 AeronaLltlcs and Space Attnlnlstratlon 
ITTTl Hillfmeter NASCO'" I\I\SA CO>7.mun fcat! cns Network 
f.f1 MI .. utes NlISTRAN NASA Structural Analysis (Program) 
Ii", Mission Management Facility NASTRAN NASA Trans 1 ent Ana I ys 1 s Sys tern 
MCC Mission Management Far.ll1ty Contl'oj Computer NBTR Narrow Band Tape Recorder 
'* -f~ ~ISS r~lsslon Management Facility NCC Nat! ona I C I Imatl c Center 
f10f - T TM Mission Management Facility Nee Network Control Center 
fi{) "Ilsslon Management System NCCS Network Control Center Sub~ystem 




























































lCetworks 0 I rec tora te 
/leutral Density Filter 
MSA Dat~ Processing Facl11ty 
r!avlga.:1on Data Satellite 
Navigational Devc lopnu; nt Satellite 
~ atl onal Envlr~menta l Satellite Se~vlce 
KASA ~dn3gemen t Instructions 
Katlonal OCe an ic and Atmospheric Ad~inl5tratlon 
Metwork Operations Control Center 
National Oceanographic SatellIte Syster1l 
/tuclear Reg;.r lat ory CO'll'!lI~slon 
lion-Return to Zero 
Non-Return to Zero Incrementing 
Kon-Return to Zero-Level 
MSA Serial Contro ller f or Inpu~ (now SPOIl 
MSA Serial Con troller for Output (now PSOO) 
I~SA Standard Spacec raft Computer - Modell 
Hationa l Space Sc Ience Data Center 
Hew Techr.J logy Representa tive 
Hatlo nal T~levlslon System Co~lttee 
Hetwork Test and TraInIng ~acll1ty 
MSA Tra'. klng and Telemetry Facility 
Orb Ital Astro nomy Ot;ervatory 
OAO Corp()ratl on 
Orbit Adjus t Subsystem 
Onboard Ccrnpu t er 
Onboard Proce~>or 
OperatIonal C('('f~guratlcn Baseline 
OperatIons Co ntrol Center 
Operator Control and Display 
Orbit Computations Group 
:Jptlcal Char~cter Recognltfoo 
OrbIt Determlr.atlon FacIlIty 
OnlIne Display Process 
On II ne Debugg Ing T,)Q 1 
OperatIons ar.d MaIntenance 





Orbital Suppor t Compu ting Dlvfsioo 
Orbit Ing Solar Observatory 
OptIcal Solar Reflect~r 
Office of Space ScIence 
Ope rating System Softwne 
J~t)cal Tel e:;cope Assemb ly 
OffIce of TrackIng and Data AcquisitIon 
Pub 11 c Add ress 
Public Aff~lrs Oiftce 
Pul se Amp lItude Modulation 
Orb I ta I P 3th 
Playback 
Pri vdte Branch Errtlangr. 



























































Printed CIrcuIt Board 
Payload Correcti on Data 
Photon CountIng Detector 
I1SS Payl03d CorrectIon nata 
TH Payload Correctton ~~ta 
PipelI ne Control Exec utive 
Pulse Code Modu,ated 
Produc t Contro l Procure 
Program Contro 1 ProcedlJre 
Pay load Correction Subsy~te~ 
Power Control UnIt 
Payl oad Disconnect 
Programmable Oecommu tator 
Programmable Data Formatter 
Program Des Ign r . angu~ge 
Progr~mma0le DIgItal Processor 
PerI phe ral Data Product 
Prel llll ln <r ry Des Ign RevIew 
Probl~/Oefect Report 
PrecI sIon DIgItal Sun Sensor 
i'ower 01 s tr I butt on Un I t 
Performance Eva I uatlon 
Phase Encod~d 
Plant and EquIpmen t 
Perf?rm ance EvaluatIon Subsyste_ 
Predlc te~ Ephe~ ls Tape 
Protofl lgh t 
Pre -Flight Disconnect 
Protofllght and Flight 
Prog ram FundIng Instructloos 
Product GeneratIon CCT Output Process 
Product Generation HOT Input Process 
ProdlJc t f.c;nerat 100 I'VT -P Sir.1Ulator 
Produc . Generation LBR Output Pro<css 
Product ~ner3tlon LBR Simulator 
Progra," "'an)ger 
Product Generation PipelIne ~~nltor Process 
t : oduct &eneratlon Process 
Product GeneratIon Subsystem 
Pollcy/Instructton 
PrIne Ip ~ l Inve st Igator 
P~clldo Image File 
Pseudo I~age GeneratIon Progra~ 
PIxel Interleaved by lIne 
Programmed Inp'J t Output 
PerIpheral Interchange Frogram 
Program lnf?rma t lon Request/Release 
PIcture Element 
Package DesIgn SpecIfication 
P~yload 
Post Landsat-D Advanced Conccpts Evaluation 
PreventIve Maintenance 
Pro:x.tlsloo Module 
Progr~m Hanag~ment Budge t 





























































Performance Monitor/Fault Location 






Payload Operations Contro l Center 
Project Operations 01rectors 
Proj~t Op erating PI an 
Preliminary liperat'ons Requirements and TestIng 
Support 
?urchast Order Work Order 
Photo Processing Lab 
Preferred Parts List 
Program Participation/Opportunities System 
Photographic Processing Subsystem 
Printing Resource Management lnformatl~n 
Pseudo R ~ndom Noise 
Payload Recelvln~ Operations 
Programmable Read-Only Memory 
Performance Recognition Program 
Power Re(lulator Unlt 
Polar Stereographic 
Parallel-to-Serlal Data Output Device 
Photo/Shipping Support Facility 
Phase Shift Y-eylng 
Progra mmable Sync Module 
Proj ect Status Rev I ew 
POlier Supply Unit 
Power Switching Unit 
Pressure Vessel Spacecraft 
Pri nted Wi rl ng Board 
Pulse Width Modulated 
Qualification and Acceptance 
Qua I It·· Assurance/Assessment 
Qlia 1 lty Ass essment F I 1m 
Qua I Ity As se ssment Process 
Quality Assurance Procedure 
QualifiCation and Acceptance Program 
Quality Control 
Quality Assurance Film Generation Process 
Queued nequest for Input/Output 
Queue Input/O~tp'Jt Process 
QuiCK Look Display 
Quick-Look ,·jonitor Unit 
Quick-Look Processor 
Qul~k-Look Processing System 
Quadratlve Phase Shift Keyed 
Quick-Reaction Work Order 
QUurter Scan Line 
R~formatlng Ancillary Annotation 
Random Access Memory 


























































Radiometric Correction Function Calculation Process 
Right-Hand Circularly Polarized 
RegIstration or RelJtlve Control Point 
Right-Hand Circularly Polarized 
Rece I ve 
Research and Development 
Radiometric Corrected Process 
Radiometric Function Calculation Process 
Raw Data Tape 
Record 
Rocket Engine Module 
Radio Frequency 
Right-Fill Count 
Request for Hire 
Resolution Fleld-of-Vlew 
Request for Proposal 
Massbus Adaptor for OEC VAX-II/ISO 
Review Item Discrepancy 
Remote Interface Unit 
Radiometric Lookup Table 
Remote Manipulator System 
Root ~~an Square 
Record Management Services 
ReatJ-On ly Memory 
Geographic Frame Reference 
DEC 176 MB Disk or Removable Disk Storage Unit 
DEC 283 MB Disk 
Receiver/Processor Assembly (GPS) 
Reliability and Product Assurance 
Revolutions Per Minute 
nBV Preprocessor 
Rell~hllity and Quality Assurance 
Recefvlng Site Equipment 
Remote Site Equipment 
Hu!tl-Tasklng Operating System Software 
Real-Time 
Radlosotope Thermoelectric Generator 




Solar Array Drive 
Solar Array Drive and Power Transfer Assembly 
Space Applications and Information Library 
Solar Array Retention, Deployment and Je.tlson 
AsselOOly 
Stage Baseline 
Single Board Computer 
Synchronous Backplane Interconnect 
Santa Barbara Research Center 
Space Background Simulator 
Strategic Busl rn!ss Unit 
Spacecraft 
Signal Conditioning 
Signal Conditional Assembly 
Switching, Conferenclng and Monitoring Arrangement 
~ 
00 































































Software Change Control Board 
Systematic Correction Data 
Spacecr~ft Hardware Simulator (MSS Simulator) 
Serial Control Interface 
Ser ial Control Inter fa ce for Input (now SPO!) 
Serial Control Interface for Ou tpu t (now PSDO) 
Subcontract Labor 
Systemat ic Correction Matrix 
Sun Calibration Process 
SColer Contro l Register 
Software Ch ange Request 
Signal Co~ ltlonlng and Switching unit (SU) 
System Control Terminal 
Space Divisi on 
Software Dev e10pment Facility 
Sat~ll1te Data Hand ling Systeln 
~ateilite Data Inges t and Storage Subsys~ 
Satellite Data Services Branch 
Software Engineering and Management Program 
Seco'lds of Arc 
Secondary Electron Conduction Orthicon 
Standard Earth Observation Package Satellite 
Synchronous Earth Observation Satellite 
Science Instruments 
Speci al Image A,lnot atlon Tape 
Science Instr~~ent Central Module 
Small Image Display Utility 
Simulation Image File 
Simulator 
System Image Preservation 
Support Instrumentation Requ\."ei1Ient Docll1lent 
Sectorlzer Ingest Unit 
Spacecraft Location and Attitude Tape 
Scan Line Corr2C tor 
Synch Loss Error Rate 
Source Language Input Program 
Scan Line Sync 
Start-of-Llne Sync 
S-Band Multiple Access 
Scan Mir ror Assemb ly 
Solar Maximum Mission 
Support Malnten3nce and Operations 
Scan Monitor Pulse 
Softwar~ Modification Record 
Sld1dard ~! tropolltan Statistical Area 
SlgnJI - to- Noise natlo 
Signal-to-noise Ratio 
Space Dhlique Mercator 
Standard Operating Procedure 
Statement of Work 
Stack Pointer 
Small Peripheral Controller 
DEC Software Prod~~ t Description 
Serial-to-Parallel Data Input Device 
Sub-Project Hanager 
Special Purpose Processor 

























































Site PreparatIon Requirements Document 
Segment Processing Subsystem 
Scene Processing Unit 
Software QualIty Assurance 
Software Requirements and Conceptual DesIgn RevIew 
Software Requl remeolts ane! Conceptual Des i gn 
Spec If I ca tI on 
Sys terll Requ I rements Rev i ew 
Software Requi~ements SpecIfication 
3ystem Requirement SpecIfication 
Supporting Research and Technology 
Seconds 
Subsys tem 
S-Band ~Ingle Ar_~,. 
Science Suppor ~ Center 
Sequential Similarity Detection Algorithm 
Support Systems I'~dule 
Space System Operations 
Systems Software Requirements Review 
Synchronous Systpm Trap 
Space Teles co;;~ 
Standard Te1emet, y and Command Components 
STACC Central Unl: 
STACC Intcrface Unit 
System Test Console 
System Test Director 
Standard 
System Test and Operatll)l1 Language 
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network 
Space Technology EngineerIng Program 
Standard Interface for Onboard Computer 
STACe Interface Unit 
Space Telescope Operations Control Center 
System Test and Operations Language 
System Test Plan 
Standard SIC reI emetr y Recorder 
Standard Tape Recorder 
System Test Review 
Space Transportation System 
Shuttle rransportatlcn System 
Space Telescope Scientific Operations Center 
Switching Unit 
Space Vehicle SpecIfication 
Software 
Science Working Group 
System Corrected Images 
Transistor Adaptor 
Telemetry and Command 
TM Ad~ptlve Capability 
TM ArchlvJI Product Gcneratlen 
Three Ax I s ttlgne tometer 
Tape ArchIve and Storage 
To Be Announced 
To Be Determined 
To Be Defined 





































































To Be Supplied 
To Be Verified 
Time Code 
Time Code Contro 11 cr-
Time CoC:e Generator 
Time Code In/Oscillator 
,'nny Test and Evaluation Conmand 
Time Code Out/Panel 
Th~rma I Contro I System 
Time Code Un I t 
Test and Diagnostic 
Tes t Direct I ve; 
Tra~ k l ng and Data Relay Satellite 
Tracki ng al,d Data Relay Satellite System 
Test and Ev~luatlon 
Tel eme try Extrlctlon Process 
Transpor~able Ground Station 
TM Ima ge Processl ng Sys tern 
Television Infrared Observing System 
Techn ical Infonnatlon Series 
Telemetry 
T hen a tl c ".a pper 
Telemetry 
Telemetry Vol ts 
Tr ue-of -Date 
Tel ~~etry Processor 
Test Pattern Generator 
Tes t Plan 
Tape flecorder 
Test Review Board 
Tracking and Rece i ving racility 
Track (H Om ) 
Trac!d ng 
Technical Recognition Program 
TRW Def e:,se and Space Systems Group 
Thenna I /5 tr uct ura I 
Test and SI~ulation Subsystem 
Technical Support Services Company 
Tape St agi ng and SlJrage Facility 
Triangul ar Transition Adaptor 
Tel eme try Trackin g and Command 
Transistor Logic Device 
Teletype Operator Console 
1600 bpi Magnetic Tape Unit 
6250 bpi Ma)n etic Tape Unit 
6250 bpi Magnetic ;ape Unit 
Televl sl on 
Traveling Wave Tube 
Trave l ing Wave Tube Amplifier 
T I ansmlt 
Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite 
Vnl bus Adaptor 
Unit Block Controller 
Unload DDP Module 
Unit Developnent Folder 
User File Directory 
Ultra High Frequency 

























































l~lversal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver 
i dMml t ter 
Upper Side-Band 
United States Department of Agriculture 
United States Geological Survey 
Universal Time Coordinated 
Universc:1 Transverse Mercator 
Val ue Ana lys I s 
Volts, Alternating Current 
Verification Accept~nce Program 
:-- , 
Vlrtl~l Address Extension DEC Model Computer 11/780 
Voltage-Co~trolled Oscillator 
Verification Cross-Reference Index 
Volts, Direct Current · 
Value Engineering 
Very High Fre~uency 
'iery High Resolution Radiometer 
Video Image Communication and RetrIeval 
VIrtually Interhced Peripheral 
Value Management 
Virtual Memory (Operating) System 
V Ideo Processor and Sync Seperator 
Video Processor/Image Recorder 
Vacuum T he rill a I 
Verification Test 
Intelligent CRT Termlt'al 
Non-Intelligent CRT Terminal 
V ideo Tape Recorder 
Hldeband 
WI de b~nd Modu 1 e 
Work Breakdown Structure 
Wldeb3nd Subsystem 
WI de Band V Ideo Tape 
WI de Band V I deo Tape Recorder 
~riteable Control Store 
Wide-Field Camera 
Work Order 
Word Processor Center 
Work Packa~e Manager 
Wor 1 d Ref erence Sys tern 
White Sands MIss! Ie Range 
Western Test Range 
Transml t 
Transml tter 
Zulu Time (uMT) 
Zoom Transfer Scoop 
Zero Word Count 
fo1lcro-
Micrometer \ --10-6 Mete") 
Microprocessor 






















































II 1£ OFF 
~ 
LAS Software Functions (Partial LIsting) 
Max. Likelihood Classification 
7 Functions: +, -, *, I, and, or, XCR 
Analyze CAl Lamp Data 
Cd~onlcal Analysis 
Writes Anno t ation to Bit Plane 
Gene rate Class Map Film Product 
Clu5teri ng 
Generate Pseudo Color Table 




Convolve Image (Smoothing) 
Copy or S ub~l! t Image 
Covar ia nce Matrix 




Del ete Training Site 
Ex trac t Ec! ~e s in Image 
Rl!9 istcr Images by Edge Crrrelation 
Edit Training Site Coordinates 
1-Dimensional Fourier Transfonn 
I -Dime nsi onal fo ur i er Transform filter 
2-Dimen sional Fourier Transform 
2-D lmens lonal four ier Transform Filter 
FI 9yril Dr awing with I I. i \jhl Plln (Graphics Proe.) 
Gener4te Film Produc t 
Sca le Image ~y Histog ram 
Blink Mode Display 
Quick Cop), of lilT tv Disk 
Generate 2-Dimensiona l Fou r ier Display 
Generate I-Dimen sional Fourier Display 
Generate Geome ~ric Correction Data 
:'erf orm Geometric Transformation (Rubber Sheet) 
for LAS 
Graphic Fu nc tions Via Con sole Butten 
Regi ster Images by Grey Level Correlation 
Mo vable Zero Band in LUT 
lIi stogram Inspired Cluster 
Histogram equalization RLUT Generation 
Analyze Jitter Eff ec ts 
Karhuncn-L oe ve Transform 

































ST I< ETCH . 










XFE RS lTE 
ZOOM 
Repair Bad Lines 
List and Histogram Image Window 
List Stats File 
Edits LUT File 
Load Specified LUT (rom LUT Disk File 
Save lUT on Disk File 
Statistics of Mask Image 
Perform Median Filtering 
~1tnlm:Jm Distance CI~ss lflcat1on 
i"osaic Images 
Reso~le MSS A-Image to P-Image 
Paral)elplped Classlficat.lon 
Generat~ P-Type Film Prod uct 
Polygona1 Site Selections 
Load PseuQ~ Color Tables (LUTLOO Proc.) 
Apply RLUT ~0 Image 
Copies TV to TV (Thru LUT Optional) 
Rename Class 
TM A-Prior i RLUr Generation 
Save~ IAT B/W Cor:flguration 
Convert Halfword I ~age to BYTE Image 
Read Scanner/Digltlter 
Perform Fourier Analysis of SCD HFH 
Scroll Disk Image to lAT's 
Segm~nt Offs et Correction 
Reoair Im~ge Blemish 
Redefines IAT B/W Configuration 
Shade Plot of Image Wi ndow 
Rectangular Slte Selectlrns 
Split Screen Operation 
Genera~~ Stats File (Training Site) 
Stretch Image Contrast 
Genera te Tes t Im~ges 
Generate Co~trol Grid for Resa~ilng 
Resomple TM A-Image to P-Image 
Histog rams of TM Image for RLUT 
Quick Copy of 'TV-Size' Image to lAT 
Tr3nsform Divergence 
Un i formity Happi ng 
5 Functions : +, *, ~'OT, EXP, LOG 
Vegetative Index 
Weight Generator for FFT2FL 
Transfer Training Site 
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